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Gawain Butler (Gawain Hanover-Keewaydin

continues to defeat the Preferred pacers at Foxboro Raceway driven by the talented Dave Pinkney

RECORD-BREAKING HANDLE AT FOXBORO RACEW AY
By Sharianne Walker
The highest Saturday night handle
Gawain Butler pulled off a major
figure in three years culminated a upset April 14th in the featured
spectqcular week of racing at preferred handicap at Foxboro. The
Foxboro Raceway recently. The six year old, driven by David
$374,307 bet on Saturday, April 6 by a Pinkney, Jr., cut out snappy 29.1,
crowd of 3,316 bested the previous 59.3,1.28.4,1.58.4 fractions in besting
record set in 1982.
heavily favored Windfield Ore who
Attendance and handle through set the track record at Foxboro only
three weeks ago. Ore, who was
the first three months of operation at
Foxboro have shown a healthy in- coming off a Meadowland’s win led
crease over the same period in 1984. throughout the race but was beaten
SeaSO nS.
'T'V.O h n r n P C C t r a p l f j c o v o r o r r i n r ; 9 AO Q
by a late Gawain Butler stretch
By careful advance planning and patrons
nat®ftns tthrough
h ro u g h
the gate and a daily drive. Butler who sat within striking
timing arrangements the big races handle of $268,742, compared to distance in the garden spot for the
will be shown on Foxboro’s closed
distance returned $12.80, $4.00 and
circuit tv system and the windows figures of 2,236 and $248,802 for an $2. 20.
increase
of
9%
in
attendance
and
8%
will be open for betting on the race,
Maxine’s Happiness, a three year
just as if it were being run live. This in daily handle. Track spokesman, old daughter of Niatross is certainly
Kevin
Reilly
said
that
management
year the track has concentrated on
making owner Burton Rice a little
presenting single heat stakes to is “ gratified with the increases” and happier these days. The Bob Tisbert
“
looks
foreard
to
continued
growth
avoid the confusion involved in
driven filly won her third straight at
throughout the sea son.’ ’
simulcasting three heat events.
FOXBORO ... Plans are underway
for Foxboro Raceway to continue a
full schedule of simulcasts which
will bring some of the best harness
stakes races from throughout the
country to New England.
The track will apply to the tate
racing
commission
and
the
aCkTht0
fV?al
*haS
carried simulcasts for the past two

Foxboro, registering a 2.03 mile and
her fourth win in five trips at the
New England harness oval.
A s if not to be outdone by a “ lady,”
classy 3 year old colt Williamsburg
One, owned by Thomas Gonsalves of
Chelmsford delivered a stellar
performance in the later part of the
card on Saturday. In the evening’s
eighth race, the over $18,000 lifetime
earner, driven by Peter Blood went
wire to wire in his second win in two
trips at Foxtor. The Oil Burner off
spring is registered in the New
Jersey Sire Stakes program.
As of March 31st, Foxboro veteran
driver Peter Blood held the top
position on the driver standing’s list
with a .428 average. Art Maclnnis
held second place with .386 mark,
followed by Pinlney with .369.

“April 21 “— North AmericanIM
PORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
Driving Championship, Lewiston Raceway.
May 5 — Scarborough Downs-Grand opening-New Clubhouse and track.
April 21 — Maine Standardbred Breeders meeting, Lewiston Raceway.
April 24 — Early Bird Series — The Oriole (Final), Lewiston Raceway.
April 28 — Final Qualifying Races at Lewiston Raceway.
May
May
May
May

May 5 — Pine Tree Pacing Series — $3,000 — Scarborough Downs.
May 12 — The Next Governor’s Pace — $10,000, Scarborough Downs.
May 15 — Maine Standardbred Breeders — 2 and 3 yr. old sustaining payment
and Yearling payment due.
1 — All-New Tack Shop opens at Scarborough Downs.
May 15 — New England Sulky Championship Yearling Payment due.
1 — First qualifying races at Scarborough Downs.
May 15 — Mass Sire Stakes — Two year old Sustaining Payment and
yearling payment due.
3 — Early Bird Series — The Cardinal (Final) Lewiston Raceway.
May 26 — Bucky Day Memorial Pace $25,000 — Foxboro Raceway.
4 — Invitational Pace — $10,000, Lewiston Raceway Closer.
May 27 — Memorial Day Classic $7,000 — at Scarborough Downs.
<
7f<uvi rfcteOie**
T** 1£e*tetv<iC “D ate. Save Oven, Si*$£c
“P iicc ... Sufa&utie
\
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MEMBERSHIP FOR 1985 —
Membership in M.H.H.A. as of April
15 is over 700. The office recently
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD — The sent letters to all Tr,S.T.A. members
deadline
for
Scholarship
ap in Maine outlining our benefits. This
plications for the 1984-85 school year letter campaign liar proven to be
closed on April 15. The Scholarship very successful with membership at
Committee will be meeting later this an all time high.
HEALTH INSURANCE — A
month to recommend this years
nominees to the Board of Directors. survey to find how many people are
Applications for the school year interested in obtaining Health In
1985-86 will be available this sum surance is being mailed by the
mer with the deadline for submitting H.H.I. office. After these forms are
these in the fall. All members will be returned, the Insurance Committee
notified of the specific dates in an will meet and take action to put this
program into effect.
upcoming Newsletter.
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Scarborough Opener

By ROBERT LOWELL

Obituary

Scarborough Downs grandstand and new “ State of the Art” clubhouse overlook
the redesigned racing surface.
They’ll be flying opening day at “ better than ever before.”
Scarborough Downs on May 5th. The
However, the big attraction of the
trotters and pacers have a brand day will be Joe Ricci unveiling the
new,
banked
boulevard,
the new two-million dollar clubhouse. In
management team is soaring to new addition to the floral displays, the
heights with its ritzy clubhouse and plush decor and the climate control.
Jim Parker, who has been featured Ricci has lured a top chef away from
on ABC as a stunt pilot, will put on the Boston-Cape Cod area in the
an air show.
personage
of
Ernest
McLenDan Coons, racing’s dynamic ningham.
Charlie Connors wins the Invitational Pace with Mighty Eden at Lewiston track engineer, is putting the
Manager
Eric
Moynihan
CHARLES CONNORS, 54, died suddenly on March 27th at Pompano Raceway stonedust racing surface on the re describes McLenningham as a real
designed track. Coons, who will artist who has already laid down the
where he had a stable of harness horses.
Mighty Eden and Precious News, two of the prominent horses that he trained serve Scarborough throughout the law in the kitchen area — no
meet as a track consultant, says the smoking, no drinking and no cur
and raced are owned by the Moulton Investment Co. of New Hampshire.
Charlie raced the Freehold, Monticello Foxboro circuit and was known as a horses “ won’t bear away from the sing.
rail” and adds “ they’ll roll through
very capable reinsman.
Moynihan tells the Northeast
He is survived by his wife, Patricia, daughters Darlene, Vickie, Doreen and the turns.” He’s predicting the new Harness News that paving of a mile
track will improve horses from one and a quarter stretch from the
Chuck and Wayne, plus fourteen grandchildren. Burial in Litchfield, Me.
to five seconds.
Payne Road to Route One is
ie Northeast Harness News is published monthly for $10.00 per year by Jean B.
After Coons finishes and leaves for scheduled to commence April 22nd.
Emerson RFD No. 3, Box 359 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine 04072. Second class postage Lexington, the day by day track
Fans will also be treated to a
pending at Biddeford, Maine. Postmaster send address changes to Northeast grooming will be left in the hands of reconditioned tote board complete
veteran Arthur McGee and Dave with
Harness News RFD No. 3 Box 359 Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.
electronic
message
Arnold. They will be entrusted to capabilities.
maintain what has been described
Ricci is going all out to make
as a “ State of the Art” race track.
Scarborough a first class racing
Maura
Curly describes
the plant. Fans will find new paint
opening day activities as being everywhere, valet parking at the
Your Name:
Date:
“ festive.” In addition to the air new clubhouse, redone rest room
show,
they are planning elephant facilities and new uniforms for
Old Address:
and camel rides, a dancing Arabian, Scarborough personnel.
Belgian draft horses and magic
It looks as if Scarborough is going
Zip:
City:_______
State:
theatre. She says opening day will be to fly !
New Address:

Change Of Address Form

State:

City:_______

.Zipi

Please notify of a change immediately as third class mail is not forwarded.
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.

It’s Subscription Time....
► Don’t Miss A Single Issue!

N O R fH EA S T HARNESS NEW S
For those interested in the Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficiency
initial subscriptions and renewals will be accepted im m ediately on a once yearly basis.
Save Over Single Copy Issue!
Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News

$10.00 per year
New

Renew

.Print Mailing Address

CHECK NUMBER:
NAME:

___CHECK DATE:

Royal Stallion Stake

What is the Royal Stallion Stake? marketability of the resulting foal.
Recently, out of curiosity, I con It has become very evident that
tacted Brian Maloney, one of the the small breeder is in a battle of
innovators of this program, asking economics - there is very little op
him for information. I was not portunity for national exposure. It is
ialone! To date there have been over getting to the point where you can
raise only what you can afford to
two hundred inquiries.
I was told that this Stake was race.
designed as a viable means for small A properly managed organization
breeders to race in a somewhat of small breeders could become a
controlled program with large major force toward broadening the
monetary finals, without having to amount of Stokes money available to
people who need it most.
spend outrageous sums of money.
The events would be raced at I get the general impression that
numerous
tracks
and
fairs the program is still in the planning
throughout the United States and stage and that input from all sources
Canada. They would be scheduled so would be welcomed. We must be
as not to conflict with the local sire alert to anything that might improve
stakes programs.
our situation - it might be wor
I guess it could be summed up as thwhile to request more information
the “ Small Breeders Grand Cir from
cuit.” It is designed basically for Brian Maloney
stallions breeding forty or less P.O. Box 16
mares, with an ultimate goal of Dunmore, PA. 18512
enhancing
the______ universal
The Editor

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: For information write-Christian Harness
Horsemen’s Association, 1991 Ross Rd., Sudbury, Ohio 43074.

ADDRESS:.

Z IP :
Return to: Jean Em erson, Editor. Boom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072

FREE BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE: Write-Christian Harness Horsemen's Association, 1991 Ross Rd., Sudbury, Ohio 43074.
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NEW MAJOR STAKES FOR

S M A L L BREEDERS
Announcing,
T H E R O Y A L S T A L L IO N S S T A K E with purses totalling a projected $1,000,000.00 in
qualifying events and a projected $1,200,000.00 in divisional finals.
Stallion owners award totalling an estimated $10,000.00.
Farm owners award totalling an estimated $10,000.00.
Over 200 pari-m utuel tracks and fair associations invited to participate throughout the
U.S. and Canada.
Universal Marketability never seen in Harness Racing.
Conditions:

A ) Stallion owner or lessee must agree to breed his stallion to no m ore than 40 mares in
1985 breeding season.
B) Stallion owner or lessee must make $25.00 nominating paym ent on or before
July 15, 1985
C) Stallion owner or lessee must make percentage paym ent equivalent to one o f the
stallion’s 1985 stud f e e on or before July 15, 1986. (Private Treaty or no f e e
stallions shall be considered having a $1,000.00 stud fee.
r
%
Percentage Format
2 5% o f one Stud f e e if stallion breeds 1 to 10 mares
5 0 % o f one Stud f e e if stallion breeds 11 to 20 mares
75% o f one Stud f e e if stallion breeds 21 to 30 mares
100% o f one Stud f e e if stallion breeds 31 to 40 mares

****************************************************** *************************************** *****
Mail to: R O YAL STALLIONS STAKE, P.O. BOX 16, DU NM ORE, PENNA. 18512
Tattoo #

Stallion’s Name
Year of Foaling

Sire

Dam

Farm Standing At:

Address

Stallion Owner —

Address
1985 Stud Fee

Phone Number —
Authorized Signature:
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

ROYAL STALLIONS STAKE
(717) 343-5902

VW
i
vd

i
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Lavish Acres
1985 Stallions In Service

WITSEND’S TRIBUTE
Sire: SPEEDY CROWN

2,2:01.2; 34:57.1

($545,495) World champion winner of Hambletonian and*
International Trot
(Sire of 103 Trotters in 2:00 and dams of 12 in 2:00)
SPEEDY CROWN stands at Lana Lobell of N.Y. for a stud
fee of $50,000.

BEST JEFFREY

BEST JEFFREY
p2,2:00,3f,l:59;4,1:57.4m ($190,000.)
Sire: BEST OF ALL 2,l:57.4m;3,1:57.4,1:56.2m
($548,000). Sired 120 Pacers In 2:00 Through 1983

Dam: SHADYDALE FRISKY by AIRLINER
(Sired 71 Pacers In 2:00 And Dams Of 88 In 2:00)
BEST JEFFREY will stand his 4th season for a $500.
WITSEND'S TRIBUTE
service fee (Live Foal). He is already the sire of the
fastest 2 year old filly in Maine history-BEST WALTZ, Dam: BURGER QUEEN by LINDY'S PRIDE
p2,2:05 result of one test breeding.
2,2:00.1,3,1:57.3 ($396,209.00) Triple Crown winner of
Come and see his weanlings and yearlings of ’85!
Hambletonian, Kentucky Futurity, Yonkers Futurity,
His first full crop will race this year.
Dexter Cup, Colonial, etc. BURGER QUEEN has already
There have been excellent reports of
produced BURGOMESTER: 2,2:05.4;3,1:56.3 ($435,411).
his two-year-olds in training.
Winner of Hambletonian and multiple stakes winner;
BROSE, 2:01.3; etc. WITSEND’S TRIBUTE is by a world
champion Hambletonian winner out of a dam who was
sired by a Triple Crown winner and who has already
produced a Hambletonian winner a one-half brother in
blood. WITSEND’S TRIBUTE will stand his first season
for a $500.00 service fee (Live Foal).

For Booking Contracts Call Frank Withee,
Farm Manager 1-946-5388
Or Basil L. Kellis, Owner At 1-324-2841

LAVISH ACRES
Greene, Maine

SURFSIDE MISS AND BEST JEFFREY COLT

Visitors Welcome!

Northern Colt Report
Catching a glimpse of the first
robin of the season has been the
traditional harbinser for the arrival
of spring in Maine. But for Maine
horsemen,
spring
connotes
something entirely different. It
means standing in a barn doorway
at a Maine winter training facility,
with a stop watch in your hand,
watching the 2- and 3-year-old colts
and fillies in their continuing
struggle to shave seconds off
training miles. Preparing for the
competition on the race track is a
regular part of the annual spring
ritual in Northern and Eastern
Maine that has endured as a part of
our Maine heritage.
Northern and Eastern Maine
horsemen annually supply its share
of stakes colts, fillies and quality
racing stock for Maine race tracks
each racing season. It has been a
benchmark for colts coming from
the area. Each year, horsemen
prepare 2- and 3-year-old colts, some
staked to the Maine Sire Stakes, and
some unstaked stock to race in
Maine or outside the state.
This year should be no exception.
In addition to conditioning aged
stock for Lewiston’s “ first of the
season” winter-spring meet, Nor
thern and Eastern Maine horsemen
are training a number of colts and
fillies.
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By KEN WARD

Horsemen have been training a
number of colts and conditions
racing stock all winter at Presque
Isle and Bangor. Many of the stakes
colts and fillies are just beginning to
learn their way in job carts. With the
later start in this year’s stakes
program, some horsemen are
bringing their colts along at a slower
pace. Conversation among hor
semen today centers around what is
new at the track for colts.
A number of 2- and 3-year-old
standardbreds are in training at
Presque Isle and Bangor, preparing
for their summer
debut. The
youngsters, some named, some
unnamed, are all hopeful winners.
With apologies for anyone’s colt that
might have been missed, here is a
list of Aroostook and Bangor
trainers, stables and their offering
to the 1985 Maine racing program.
From the Ray Ireland Stable, 2year-old colts include: Chocolate
Dream, by Scarlet Skipper; Nor
thern Banker by Scarlet Skipper;
I’m a Believer, by Battling Brad;
Cast An Image, by Landslide; and
Sassy Sandy Q by Seahawk
Hanover. For 3-year-old colts,
Ireland has Ireland Hanover, by
Warm Breeze; and Champagne
Fella, by Precious Fella.
Mike Murchison has a trio of 2year-old entries in: Bo Shane, by

The Maine Circuit

H.T. John; and Amanda’s Victory,
by Ammo Hanover. Murchison also
has a 3-year-old colt named Mr. Tom
Cat, by Ammo Hanover. Dick
Seigars has a 2-year-old colt Peter
Miers, by Romeo’s Image, and a 3year-old, Kelly Mac, by Romeo’s
Image . Carlton Rose has 2- and 3year-old colts by Romeo’s Image
and Stan Hartley has a 3-year-old
Skipper Knox colt. Paul McCrossin
has a pair of 2-year-old colts by
Romeo’s Image, Jill’s Jack and
Chief Ira B., and a 3-year-old colt,
Magnum Mac, by D and F.
Paul Mullen has three 2-year-olds,
all unnamed, a colt and a filly by
H.T. John and a colt by Ammo
Hanover. Dana Swett has a 3-yearold Double T. Collins, by Texas.
Bruce McGhee has a 3-year-old filly
by his stallion, Big League Star.
Burt Simpson has an unnamed 2year-old colt by Romeo’s Image and
a 3-year-old colt, Bert’s Leo, by Sir
Stephen.
Ken Hafford has a 2-year-old filly,
Little Tramp by Ammo Hanover;
and a 3-year-old trotter, Toush Jack
by Speedy Hanover, and a 3-year-old
pacer, Set Time by Set Point. Halson
Parks has his 3-year-old Maine Sire
Stakes trotter, Gaelic Caress.
In the Bangor winter barns, in
addition to a number of aged horses
being conditioned, the A. J. Gallant
1-------------------------------3, ------ --

Stable, Mitch and Gillie have a pair
of Maine staked 2-year-old trotting
fillies: Clover’s Leaf, by Job; and
Clover’s Rainbow by Dean Gamble.
Also, a 2-year-old staked pacing
filly, Burnt Star by Mandate and a 3year-old staked pacing filly, Greenie
D. Patti.
Ashley Bickmore, along with his
sons Eric and Randy, has a 2-yearold staked Skipper Knox colt,
Skipper Gavin; and a staked 3-yearold trotter, Addie’s Baby Burn.
Bruce Hastey has a 2-year-old
pacing filly. Foxy, by Limelight.
Elmer Johnson has a 3-year-old
pacing filly, Your Baby. Gertrude
Carey has a 2-year-old Maine
staked, Bettor’s Choice trotter, Kept
Us Waiting, which she is training. In
addition to training a large stable,
Earl Richard and Gerald Herrick
have a 3-year-old Romeo’ s Image
colt, Romeo’s Sunday. Bernard
Fournier has a 2-year-old Precious
Fella filly, Mountain Diane. Billy
MacKenzie has a 3-year-old staked
filly by Skipper Jean Marx, Amber
Wave, and a 3-year-old Big League
Start colt, T’s First Star. Finally,
Norm Murray has a 3-year-old
staked Skipper Jean Marx colt, J.W.
Marx.
And as I said when I began this
list, I apologize to anyone who I
might have overlooked.

— by L ee A llen .

Following are the pacers that reached
Skipperic and Stonegate Consort were
the top pacer and trotter during the early 100 on the Al-Var speed scale, for a win
TRACKS
HARNESS
stages of Lewiston’s winter-spring meet. ning trip, from Feb. 10 to March 31:
114
Skipperic had three winning trips with Skipperic, W. Whittemore
of A M E R IC A . INC.
114
Al-Var speed ratings over 100 through Skipperic, W. Whittemore
108
S T A N L E Y F B E R C S T E IN . E X E C U T IV E V IC E P R E S ID E N T
March 31. His ratings were 114 (twice) Special Cargo, K.Case
107
and 106. The 114’s were extremely im Slick Silent, d .Ingraham
Skipperic, W. Whittemore
106 “ Racetrack Marketing Report,” loss of state tax revenues and in
pressive for so early in the season.
106
The season’s first Al-Var Pacer of the Eustis, F. Parker
105 published by Racetracks of Canada, dustry receipts of $47 million a year.
Month is owned and trained by David Semaphore, D.Gray
President of the American Horse
Miller of Auburn. Willis Whittemore does Armbro Blaze, F.Parker
105 Inc., reports that both Autotote and
Luck’s Lazy Lady, K.Case
105 AmTote have introduced next- Council Rich Rolapp estimates that
the driving.
betting
terminal raising the threshold to $5,000 would
Skipperic is a six-vear-old son of Adios Armbro Blaze, F:Parker
104 generation
103 equipment featuring touch-screen eliminate 75% of withholding at the
Skipper out of K.J. s Janie by Rocket Luck’s Lazy Lady, L.Fitch
High Eagle, D.Goodblood
103 operation. To record a wager, a nation’s tracks. ***☆ ☆ ****☆ *■&**
Byra.
Slick Silent, Armbro Blaze and Luck’s War Bachelor, G.D’Alfonso
103 patron touches the appropriate
One correspondent called the
102 points on the terminal screen, opening ‘frenzied’ , and that’s
Lazy Lady each had two winning trips Don’t Let It End, G.Hall
with speed ratings over 100 through Slick Silent, D.Ingraham
101
displayed probably as good a word as any to
March 31.
Whatta Gate, D.Ingraham
100 following instructions
there.
To
receive
a
ticket
the
patron describe the scene at the new
There were only three trotters with Al- Predetermined, K.Case
100
must insert cash, a winning ticket, a Garden State Park Monday night
Var speed ratings over 80. Stonegate Con
sort did it twice to become the season’s Following are the trotters that reached deposit voucher or an account card. when 27,053 Philadelphia-area fans
80 on the Al-Var speed scale, for a winning The procedure is easy, fast, efficient pushed their way
into the new
first Al-Var Trotter of the Month.
Stonegate Consort is a nine-year-old trip, from Feb. 10 to March 31.
— and fun. AmTote has also an “ track of the future.”
92 nounced an automated telephone
son of Yankee Bambino out of Lady About Stonegate Consort, D.Swett
The crowd taxed the brand new
89 account betting system which uses facility and particularly its parking
Town by Ayers. He is owned by Linda and Stonegate Consort, D.Goodblood
84 the touchtone buttons on the lots and access roads. The opening
Dana Swett of Presque Isle. Dude Goodb- Archie Butler, G.D’Alfonso
84
lood drove him to an 89 rating. Dana Fred’s Profit, D.Gray
customer’s telephone to record bets. night handle hit $2,103,653, with the
Swett drove him to a 92 — a season’s re
For on-track use, AmTote has track’s luxurious new Phoenix
cord for trotters through March 31.
The other trotters over 80 were Archie adapted the cordless touchtone Room — Pegasus South — still two
The fastest times through March 31
Butler and Fred’s Profit. Each posted an telephone to create a portable self- weeks away from opening.
were a pair of 2:00.3 wins by Skipperic.
Cars began to line up by 3 in the
serve betting terminal which can be
The fastest time for a trotter was 2:05 84 rating.
The races for Driver and Trainer of used at a dining room table, in a afternoon, an hour and a half before
flat by Stonegate Consort. That tied the
Lewiston track record for trotters. Star the Month ended in ties. Willis Whitte clubhouse box, etc. How are bets the gates opened, and the Cherry
more, Kelly Case, Freeman Parker and paid for? The machine reads a card, Hill police reported a 3-mile backup
Of Lov set the record last spring.
Following Skipperic’s two 114 Al-Var David Ingraham each drove three pacers Of COUrse. ****#*<Htti**itit*#it*tt by first post at 8 p.m., when they
speed ratings, the next best rating, for a to speed ratings of 100 or higher. Doug Identical bills to modify the losed the parking areas for an hour
Gray and Dude Goodblood each had two
winning trip, was 108 by Special Cargo.
present pari-mutuel withholding tax until they got traffic moving.
For the fourth consecutive year, Le drives in magic figures.
For Bob Brennan, who arrived of
Trainers Freeman Parker, David Mill by raising the threshold at which
wiston Raceway is headed for a record
course
by helicopter, it was a
withholding
applies
have
been
in
er
and
Warren
Strout
each
had
three
handle. Through March 31, the handle
opening
and
a
was $527,176 more than it was last year horses in magic figures. Shawn Hanley troduced into the U.S House and triumphant
Senate.
phenomenal weekend. He sent out
for the same period.__________________ had two.
The bills would increase the the winner of the Louisiana Derby on
threshold amounts on which gam Sunday, announced Monday that
bling winnings are subject to International
Thoroughbred
withholding from the present $1,000, Breeders Inc. stock would be traded
SPRINGFEST (N evele Pride-Weeping Cherry) b.h.5, at odds of 300-to-l or greater, to on the American Stock Exchange
in four stages: the threshold starting Thursday, and then won the
2:03h Recovering from an injury, has good potential as a $5,000
would be $2,000 on proceeds paid in $156,700 Genesis Handicap at his
trotting sire.
Price: $6,000. 1985 and 1986; $3,000 in 1987; $4,000 in new track Monday night with his
and $5,000 in 1989.
Due Process Stable’s Hail Bold
LAST LAUGH p.2:01.3m (Most Happy Fella-M olly O.D.) 1988;
The American Horse Council King, ridden by Bill Shoemaker.
Conditional Pacer - won five of twelve Starts P rice: $3,000. estimates that patrons give up $67 Brennan’s only setback of the week
in pari-mutuel withholding was a court decision in which a New
BEACH BURNER p.6 — 2:05h (Oil Bum er-Riviera Time) million
each year, resulting in a decline in Jersey Appellate Division refused to
Solid conditional pacer.
Price: $1,500. track wagering of $235 million an change the 1985 date allocation
nually, because of the churn factor. issued by the state’s racing com
This decrease in turn results in a mission.

Horses

F

Call: 207-774-2269
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Foals Of The Month

Broodmare Of The Month
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Philsota is all Maine, She derives
from the mating of the Clearview
stallion Hillsota, and one of Harold
Birmingham’s harem of Houlton
mares, Janet Belle.
By Maine’s standards, Philsota
was a game, useable, productive
racemare. Philsota earned $16,281
pacing for Rosario Bussiere, a
retired grocer, and took a mark of
2:05.1 as a seven year old.
There was speed enough in the
family to also produce Janet’s
Valentine, a legendary fast, but
lame horse who covered the stretch
on courage and will alone, and
earned a speed badge of 2:06.
Bussiere retired Philsota and sent
her to New York in the early years of
the Maine stakes when outside
breedings were allowed. Philsota
returned with two Most Happy Fella
colts and a Precious Fella filly. Both
Happy Sota and Most Happy Sota,
punctuated the top conditioned
events first in Maine then at
Maritimes tracks, earning marks of
2:02.4 and 2:03.1 respectively and
$60,000 in purses between them.
Preciious Sota raced as well, but
could only muster a few wins, and
never did quite beat 2:10.
Then came Hard Time Rosie.
Bussiere was enamoured with the
touch of trot in Hillsota’s pedigree,
so he sent his mare to Dutchman,
and waited. He raised the filly, but
did not race her at two or three.
Busiere patiently allowed this

trotting mare to develop, ever so
slowly. As a four year old she beat
2:10, last year as a five year old she
came to life, winning seven times,
her best in 2:05.2 This year with four
wins three seconds and a third in
eight starts she may well be the best
trotter in Maine, and with a test,
perhaps one of the best in New
England.
But by the time Hard Time Rosie
made headlines, Bussiere sold the
mare to Ival Cianchette. Cinachette
bred Philsota to Skipper Knox, the
farm’s Meadow Skipper stallion.
While Hard Time Rosie sat out her
development time, Cianchette sent
out Chinbro Philro, and Chinbro
Skipphil as stakes colts. Chinbro
Philro earned his 2:05 mark as a
three year old, and now at Mon
ticello, seems ready for more, while
Chinbro Skipphil took a two year old
Maine mark of 2:07.4, and is ready to
contest the three year old Maine
stakes colts.
Philsota has touched several
hands, she has helped each of them.
Her pedigree emcompasses old
fashioned Maine traditional, and she
is still able to throw early pacing
speed, or aged trot speed. In an
earlier era she would be a prize
indeed, but with the turn to juvenile
rockets, and inbred mares, Philsota
will likely remain in Maine and
produce productive racehorses who
pay their way, and earn their wins.

BE WISE — ADVERTISE!
Contact Editor now to reserve advertising space fo r the
months ahead. Avoid last minute, preparation!

Call: 2 0 7 - 2 8 2 - 9 2 9 5

ON THE RAIL
Babies. Horse babies. Soon after
they are foaled, they’re pretty much
like any other newborn, kinda
bewildered with one of those “ Hey,
where am I?” looks on their faces.
But after a few minutes the
youngsters are already getting it
together. They struggle to their feet
and. soon the baby takes its first
wobbly strides. “ Hey, Ma, look at
me - I’ m walkin!”
Horse babies are not allowed to be
babies very long. The day after
they’re born - and I’m talking about
RACE horse babies now - a halter is
slipped on the youngster and his
training begins. He is taken for a
little walks, maybe from his stall to
the paddock and back again. This
goes on for a-couple of weeks until
the foal gets used to having a person
lead him around by the nose. It
teaches obedience and saves time
when he is a yearling.
And it’s this yearling age where I
want to hover.
A horse can be born any time from
January to as late as June, but come
the following January first, the
universal birth date for ALL horses,

by

Mighty Individual and her stud colt by Larsen Lobell enjoy the afternoon sun
at Norton Farm in Falmouth. Me.
SIRE
MARCH
Most Happy Harvey
Charo’s Skipper
Charo’s Skipper
Charo’s Skipper
Charo’s Skipper
Copter Lobell
Frosty Vicar
APRIL
Cavalcade
Justin Passin
Charo’s Skipper
Romano Hanover
Brand New Fella
Mr. Suffolk
Copter Lobell
Charo’s Skipper
Larsen Lobell
Larsen Lobell
Job

SEX

OWNER

Tarport Tara
Woodhill Tar Baby
Amexbro Randi
Happy Dream Girl
Miss Kelsey
May Sampson
Charming Mia

Filly
Colt
Filly
Filly
Filly
Filly
Colt

Elwood Shepard
Willis Nichols
Brett Beals
Joe Callahan
Vincent Tomasello
Dr. Albert Grass
Ralph Conant

Benita Chief
Meadow’s Possum
Glencoe Gina
Greenacres Helena
Pretty Plumber
Wil Bea Misty
Lynnie
Solid Fell
Miscellaneous
Mighty Individual
Mattuta

Colt
Filly
Filly
Colt
Filly
Filly
Colt
Filly
Filly
Colt
Filly

Harold Gravel
Young Meadow Farm
Tom Van Buren
Alton Quirrion
J. Clements & T. Regan
Norton Farm
Young Meadow Farm
Young Meadow Farm
Norton Farm
Norton Farm
A. Emerson
& J. Emerson

Notice — The Maine Stakes eligible trotter, Dean Gamble, owned by
Alton Worth had to be put down on Feb. 22 — Breeders Please Note!

PHIL PINES,

our little guy
(or
gal)
is
automatically one year old - a
yearling. When they go for their
daily walks, the mare is always led
from the stall first, otherwise her
little one won’t budge an inch. “ I
only go where my mamma goes,”
states the baby horse emphatically.
But by the time the foal is five or six
months old, weaning begins. Most of
them are separated from their
mothers at ab&it the same time.
And when there are a number of
them at a Standardbred farm, they
are released in the same paddock to
scamper about their own Romper
Room. Then come the yearling sales
and after that they’re on their own,
the ties from their early life broken.
These days a young horse is not
raced until he or she is two. And
there are those who believe that a
two year old is still too young to get
out there and mix it up with others
his own age. Can you believe, then,
that once upon a time horsemen
raced their horses when they were
only one year old? Two hundred
fifty, maybe three hundred years
ago,
English
turfmen
raced

DAM

Director

The Hall of Fame of the Trotter, Goshen, N.Y.

yearlings and nobody thought
anything about it. Most of the con
tests were match races - “ I’ll betcha
my horse can beat beat your horse”
kind of things.
But they were not yearling races
as we know them. The relatively
modern custom of dating the ages of
all race horses from January first
had not been accepted. In racing’s
early days a horse’s age was
calculated from the time of “ first
grass” which was about May first.
This was considered to be foaling
time and if the little critter hap
pened to be born early in the year, he
wasn’t judged a yearling until “ first
grass” of the following year. Hence,
a colt might be a year and a half old
before he started earning his keep.
This rule stayed around until as late
as 1858. The January first date was
then
officially
adopted
at
Newmarket, the chief racing center
of England. By that time horse
racing had been established
in
America and horsemen accepted the
English universal birth date for
horses and New Year’s Day became
“ first grass.”

Dr. Levi Herr of Lexington,
Kentucky, the great pioneer of colt
trotting - both in theory and prac
tice, advocated yearling racing and
in 1872, with a one year old named
Lady Stout, won what probably was
the first notable yearling race ever
trotted. It was at Lexington and the
just-out-of-the-crib trotter won two
out of three heats, received first
money, with her best time 3:12 1/2.
Pretty slow time you say? Could
you have gone a mile in just over
three minutes when you were one?
However, that 3:121/2 was a world
record at the time and it wasn’t until
1881 that a filly called Pride became
the first yearling to race a three
minute mile.
John Hervey, an esteemed writer
of the harness scene fifty or more
years abo, raced his first horse as a
yearling. She got second money in
her maiden outing: $22. He paid
seven dollars in entry fees, paid
another dollar for the groom and
gave two doolars to the driver. John
kept $12.
Which may be the reason we don’t
see yearling races anymore.

The

Handsome,
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Well-Bred Stallion

REBEL BRET
Has A Record For Consistency On A Half-Mile Track....
•As a two-year-old he raced in Late Closers and Conditionals * His final earnings of $78,743 do not reflect the benefit of Sire
at Buffalo Raceway (a half-mile track).
Stakes money, as he was Kentucky-bred but Canadian-owned.
Closers ™ e* H £ u g h
completing the season in $90,000 claimers.

” e P“ * e d . UP checks approximately 85* of the time
throughout his racing career.

Remember! Maine Bred Colts and Fillies Are Expected To
Breeders Stakes On Half-Mile Tracks!

Compete

In

The

1985 Fee - $600
Foals Eligible To The Maine Breeders Stakes And The New England Sulky Championship

His D am ....
PROPELLER

His Sire....
BRET HANOVER
p. 2 ,1 :5 7 .2 - 4 , T .l:5 3 .3 ($ 9 2 2 ,6 1 6 )

p. 2 , 2 :0 2 .1 -

Quintuple

“Horse Of The Year”

Sire of 316 in 2:00, including Warm Breeze p. 4, 1:53.1 —
Storm Damage p. 3, 1:53.2
- Listening p. 4, 1:53.2 Raffi p. 4, 1:53.4 etc.
1984 Top Broodmare Sire
with 312 in 2:00
including Fan Hanover p. 4, 1:50.1
— River Rouge p. 3,1:52
— Salute Hanover p. 4,1:52.2 —
Satanic p. 4, 1:53 — Cam Fella p. 4, 1:53.1 etc.

’

*5 ,

($ 7 1 ,1 7 1 )

(Meadow Skipper-Poplar Karen-Shadow W ave)

(Adios-Brenna Hanover-Tar H eel)
World Champion

4 . 2 :0 0 .1

Producer

Of

2 :0 0

Speed

’76 Rebel Bret-p. T. 1:57.3 $78,743 (Bret Hanover)
*78 Fast Forward-p. 1:59.2 $51,132 (Nansemond)

*79 Pearson Lobell-p. 1:59.2 $83,769 (Nansemond)
’81 Piper Lobell-p. 2, 1:57 $121,034 (Flying Bret)
’82 Pierre Lobell-p. 2, 1:59. lh $92,927 (Flying Bret)

''
;T*-

’

■ — Jfot' Vi A

Cindy’s Rebel (Rebel Bret-De Leon Cindy) a colt from the stallion’s first crop
has inherited size and conformation.

HlS Foals

Two fillies (Rebel Bret-Bouncing Bet) and (Rebel Bret-White Oasis) show
promise for the future in the Maine Breeders Stakes.

^

^*aSS
^
be highlighted hy his Fillies and Colts. They have the Size and
Conformation that the times demand, with an Inheritance for Speed that will dtve
them the “Extra Edge” necessary for Future Performance?

THE DUPUIS FARM
116 Buxton Road
Saco, Maine Tel. 2 0 7 -2 8 4 -4 7 2 6
Contact:

Lynn-Marie Sm ith, Farm Manager
lit

t \i:1

By ROBERT SHUM W AY
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Trainer-Driver Profile

Gary Mosher is presented a plaque for six winners on a single card at
Monticello Raceway. Making the presentation. Joe Lando (left) General Manager
and Richard Berenson (right) Track President

Driver Milestones
COLUMBUS, Ohio — The following is a list of drivers who are approaching
career milestones. The list reflects all victories recorded by the USTA computer
as of April 2, and it may be updated at any time by contacting the Publicity
Department of the USTA at (615) 224-2291.
6,000 WINS
2,000 WINS
1,986
Carmine Abbatiello
5,880
Robert Williams
1,983
George Phalen
1,973
Lloyd Gilmour
1,960
Carl Putnam
1,944
5.000 WINS
Ross Hayter
1,943
Wm. Buddy Gilmour
4,977
Jim Maupin
1,923
Doug Rankin
1,907
Jim Grundy
4,500 WINS
Del M. Insko

4,480

4.000 WINS
Gilles Gendron
Daryl Busse

3,982
3,904

3,000 WINS
Bill Gale
Jim Doherty

2,500 WINS
Alan Myer
Bert Beckwith
Dave Wall
Wally Mcllmurray
Delvin Miller
Paul Battis
Gerry Bookmyer
John Campbell

2,959
2,919

2,469
2,455
2,437
2,431
2,414
2,403
2,397
. 2,390

1,500 WINS
Jim Porter
Jerry Landess
Jimmy Marohn
Lee Sattelberg
Del Manges
Bob Tisbert
Bruce Nickells
Walter Callahan

1,491
1,489
1,467
1,466
1,460
1,452
1,451
1,445

1,000 WINS
Matt Butcher
Jim Whelan

999
997

Bob Nixon
Hubert Jackson
Gordon Norris
Yvon Demers
Bib Roberts
Ben Steall
Richard Zeron
Ernie Hourl
Norm Jones
Wally Hennessey
Allan Nicholls
Richard Carroll
Trevor Ritchie
Jack Moiseyev

989
986
982
980
974
965
962
958
956
949
936
933
930
. - 924

Several years ago when I was
looking for someone to train a new
horse for me I asked my good friend,
Chet Emerson, for a recom
mendation. He suggested Gary
Mosher, then only 21, and I asked
him why. He remarked, “ When all
them other young guys are showing
up at noon with dark glasses and
cigarette holders, Gary is always at
the barn by 7 o’clock, and besides
that the kid can drive a horse.” I
checked for myself and found Chet
right on the mark, and now there are
very few people in the horse
business who do not know that Gary
Mosher is as hard a worker as any
and can drive a horse with the best
of them.
Gary, now 25, got started with the
standardbreds through is grand
father, Merle Mosher, who had a few
of his own and had him grooming at
age 13. In 1977 he “ turned pro” and
managed to get 100 wins in only
three years. Elmer Ballard was
Gary’s early mentor, and has
remained a close friend and rooter
ever siince.
After a good season in 1982, and
setting the Maine tracks on fire and
becoming the state’s leading reinsman in 1983, Mosher decided to
head Downtown and wound up at
Freehold. He had excellent early
success both training and driving,
without much in the way of stock.
Freehold at that time was not really
to his liking, and so when the
bearcats came in from New York
and New Jersey for the late Spring
and Summer racing, he moved on to
Monticello where he campaigned
throughout the Summer of 1984.
During that summer Gary loved
the track, and the management and
the fans loved him. He was the
second leader as both driver and

trainer, coming up with 200 wins, 80
of which were from his own barn. He
had
two major milestones at
Monticello, grabbing his 1,000th win
and tying Cat Manzi’s 1973 record of
winning 6 heats on a single card.
From my viewpoint his greatest
accomplishment was steering my
Jiffy Spike to double honors as
Claiming Pacer and Horse of The
Year, cutting four winning miles in
under two minutes.
In January of this year the Mosher
stable moved on to Roosevelt
Raceway on Long Island. It took
Gary very little time to catch the
attention of the big boys as well as
the fans, and he picked up 30 winners
in only 115 drives, again many of
these from his own barn. Gary had
to grit his teeth and hang on through
the recent Yonkers’ strike, but he
had every intention of continuing to
race the New York-New Jersey
circuit, and when Yonkers reopened
he had nine drivers on the opening
night’s card, and won with Trusty
Wise Guy in two minutes and a tick.
Personally, I have had horses with
Gary over the last four years and
while I have had my share of
disappointments in the horse
business, I have never had any with
Gary. Unlike many, he is a straight
talker who will tell you where your
horse ought to race to make a profit,
and perhaps that’s part of the Elmer
Ballard influence. He is a talented
and hard working young man with
his eye on getting to the top and the
skills to take him and keep him
there. As Don Richards remarked to
me recently, “ There are others who
can perhaps drive a horse with the
same skills, but Gary is a real
horseman.” That just about says it
all.

The Fourth Annual Billings
Amateur Driving Championship will
feature it’s greatest season of
competition in 1985.
The Series is split into a Spring
and Fall Series with the Spring
Series getting underway at Pom
pano Park on Wednesday, April 10
and continuing until the Finals at
Goshen on Sunday, July 7. The Fall
Series kicks off at the Meadows on
Tuesday, August 6 and concludes at
Lexington’s Red Mile on Wed
nesday, September 25.
Each of the preliminary legs will
race for a purse of $5,000 divided and
the Final for each Series will race
for $10,000. There are also semi-final
legs that will compete for a purse of
$10,000. Listed below are the 17
tracks and the dates they will be
hosting the Billings.
it *r-trtrGir(r irA ttirirA it * TV<r1t-triHrit ☆

F A L L SERIES

Meadows, Tues., Aug. 6
Syracuse, Sun., Aug. 11
Freestate Raceway, Tues., Aug. 20
Flamboro Downs, Sun., Aug. 25
Mohawk Raceway, Tues., Sept. 3
Garden State Park, Tues., Sept. 10
Delaware, Wed., Sept. 18
Lexington, Wed., Sept. 25
To be eligible, drivers must be at
least 21 years old and be properly
licensed by the USTA or its
Canadian counterpart. To qualify
for the semi-final and final, they
must have made at least three starts
in the series. As in the past, the
nomination fee for each of the series,
spring and fall, is $300, with no
starting fees.
There is a new condition for the
Billings Classic Amateur Driving
Championship, trotters 14 years old
or older are eligible, if they are
driver-owned and driven. There are
SPRIN G SERIES
no limitations on the horse’s money
Pompano Park, Wed., April 10
earnings.
Rosecroft Raceway, Wed., May 8
The Billings Classic is being
Yonkers Raceway, Wed., May 22
coordinated by the Grand Circuit,
Vernon Downs, Wed., June 5
the Hambletonian Society and the
Blue Bonnets, Wed., June 12
Hall of Fame. Condition sheets and
Monticello Raceway, Tues., June 18 applications are available at the
Roosevelt Raceway, Mon., June 24 Hall of Fame or from Paul Spears,
Meadowlands, Mon., July 1
Hanover Shoe Farms, Inc., P. O.
Goshen,
Sun.,
July
7
Box 339, Hanover, PA 17331-0339.
I ( y ***% \ *T | *' * '
* ' ~ **» <
i
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The Tough Record Trotter,

GIBSON LOBELL

2, 2:09h -

3, 2:03.2h $80,0 0 0

Is A W ell-Seasoned Veteran!

Gibson Lobell, driven by Leigh Fitch, wins at Scarborough Downs.

A S A TW O YEAR OLD, he picked up a check In 10
out of 11 starts, trained and driven by G illes Gendron
for Vanguard Farms of Canada. A late May foal, he
raced June thru August of 1 9 7 7 earning a juvenile
mark o f 2 :0 9 .
A S A THREE YEAR OLD, he continued his progress
with 18 tim es in the m oney out of 2 0 starts, with 6
wins and earnings of $ 2 4 ,1 4 2 from top Conditionals
and Invitationals — plus a Grand Circuit trip at Blue
Bonnets where he finished 4th, trotting his m ile in
2 :0 2 . He com pleted the year with 90% of his tim e in
the money.
A S A FOUR YEAR OLD, he matured to com pete on
the tough New York-New Jersey scene, still retaining
his com petitive edge, he raced 2 8 tim es on all size
tracks for seven different drivers, he qualified in
January at the Meadowlands in 2 :0 4 .1 for Ben
W ebster and continued to com pete weekly, com plet
ing the season in D ecem ber at Yonkers...... nosed out
in 2 :0 5 .1 driven by Ted W ing. H is com petition in 1 9 7 9
included Road to Rock, Hurricane Star, Scotty
Graduate, Overland Hanover, Cigar Store Injun, Major
Pomp etc.

A S A TEN YEAR OLD, this gam e aged trotting
stallion has raced continuously throughout his ca
reer, com peting successfully on the New England
scene for the past three years. In 1 9 8 4 he raced at
Lewiston, Scarborough, Hinsdale and Foxboro com 
peting against Star O f Lov, B .B .’s High N ote, Houbara,
The liv e ly O ne, B last Me T .C ., Hickory Blitz etc. The
race record...five wins, plus a check for every start!

The nation’s leading broodmare sire,
N o b le V icto ry 1 :5 5 -$ 5 3 3 ,2 9 1
has
produced speed and endurance when
bred to the mare, Glee Hanover 2, 2:05.1
(grandam of Ginger Belle 3 , 1:56, Like A
Charm 3, 2 :0 1 .3 , Quick Stardom 2 :03 .3 )
This Victory Song-Hoot Mon cross is ideal
for Speedster and Star’s Pride mares.
GIBSON LOBELL has the qualities
necessary for a top sire... Give your mare
a chance, at the low introductory fee of
$400. You’ll be glad you did!

Contact THE DUPUIS FARM
116 Buxton Rd.
Saco, Me. Tel. 2 0 7 -2 8 4 -4 7 2 6
Lynn-Marie Sm ith, Manager
Foals Eligible To Maine Breeders Stakes, New England Sulky Championships And Royal Stallion Stake.
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Leonard Pooler at his desk at Lewiston Raceway in 1982.

P ooler Will Be Missed
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
In every way Leonard Pooler was Florida last fall, he was not well. But
a quiet, shy man in public, the even the sun in the land of Ponce de
epitome of low key. He locked Leon was not potent enough to set his
emotions of conflict within his heart beating right,
elastic face; a furrowed brow or Leonard Pooler, General Manager
forced smile were the only hints of 0f Lewiston Raceway died in
distress. “ He was the best friend, or DeLeon Spring, Florida, Monday,
worst enemy you ever had.” , said a April first. Pooler suffered longterm
track insider.
complications from heart disease,
Leonard Pooler worked first for and never fully recovered from
his board of directors, but next on surgery last fall,
his list of priorities were the fans, or Leonard Pooler owned horses
his customers as he saw them, a from time to time, but he was
throwback to his quarter century primarily known as a manager. He
running
Pooler’s
market
in ran Pooler’s Market in Skowhegan
Skowhegan.
for a quarter century, and ran the
Pooler’s currency was people, and Maine State Fair at Skowhegan as
he was able to delegate authority, well as Skowhegan Raceway for ten
and develop deep bonds of trust from years.
employees. On race nights it looked
At the time of his death he was
like the track ran without effort. But Treasurer and General Manager of
Pooler remained firmly in charge, Lewiston Raceway, a position he
and could immediately intervene if held for eleven years. Pooler was
the need arose.
also a director from district 9 of
The acrimonious conflict with U.S.T.A., and member of the Maine
Scarborough
Downs
distressed Horse Association. He left many
Leonard Pooler. He was neither a friends among both Standardbred
lawyer, nor genuine public speaker, and saddlebred horsemen.
He was often upstaged at ComAs General Manager of Lewiston
mission hearings by slick and Raceway, Pooler directed the exagressive barristers, and could tensive
capital
improvement
never understand why honorable program now evident of that track,
gentlemen could not meet over Under his leadership the track endinner to overcome conflict.
joyed a sequence of successful
In the history of Lewiston years, culminating with a $119,000
Raceway there are several periods mutuel record last Spring,
with precious little public record.
in many ways Leonard Pooler was
Much of that information may be a tough manager. He inherited a
lost forever for Leonard Pooler was track under financial constraints too
no gossip. He worked as long and horrendous to divulge, even now.
hard for his board of directors as his Pooler accepted as his primary
body allowed, never betraying a mandate, getting the books in order,
confidence, or spreading a rumor.
And under austerity times it’s not
The slick new facade of the easy to earn bouquets. In many
Lewiston Raceway 1985 is the fruit of ways his reputation as a tough adseeds planted by Leonard Pooler, ministrator was beyond his ability to
but in many ways he seemed a man control.
frozen in his own time.
Yet without Leonard Pooler’s
In racing there is never a perfect diligence Lewiston Raceway in its
horse, or a perfect man. But present form probably would not
Leonard Pooler in his own way exist. He protected the fragile
helped construct what is now the inheritance, a shell of a former
most expansively successful track in robust Lewiston-Gorham Raceways,
the nation over the last four years.
and gradually Leonard Pooler
When Leonard Pooler left for forged the platform for the present-

Broodm are F or Lease

Lewiston Success Continues
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
With less than a month to go it is 2:05.0. Hard Time Rosie has 4 wins
already clear that this Spring meet 3 seconds and a third in her eight
is the most successful ever con starts against the best trotters now
ducted. After 35 cards nearly $4.5 racing in Maine.
million has been bet, with the per
Dube Goodblood continues to head
card
average
inching
nearer local drivers with 44 wins in 211
$130,000. Barring a sudden collapse drives, but five drivers have more
this meet will sport the highest per than 20 wins. The UDS list bunches
card average ever seen in Maine, five drivers separated by only .043
and more than $6 million will be bet, percentage points, with Bob Sumner
the most ever in Lewiston, and $1 heading the list.
million more than the record set last
Sunday, April 21, will see some
year.
local drivers measure the win
The meet ends May 4 with the ningest drivers in America in the
Leonard Pooler Memorial Pace, a third annual North American
$10,000 Invitational for Maine Driving championship. Freeman
owned/or bred horses. Two stepping Parker, Don Richards join Walter
stone $4,000 features have sorted out Case, Jr., Ted Wing and Bill
contenders. The final group may
include Trusty Star, Most Happy O’Donnell and others for the biggest
Rod, Skipperic, Pub’s Cub, Luck’s Sunday of the meet. O’Donnell
Lazy Lady and Armbro Blaze; and continues his torrid pace, easily the
given proper weather and track winningest driver in the nation,
conditions seems a group capable of while Case is in the midst of a strong
smashing the track record. Trusty Meadowlands campaign.
Clayton Smith’s late closers have
Star, co-holder of the track record
1:59.3, hot off a 1:57.2 Meadowlands been impressive all meet. Fred’s
win is in Maine specifically for the Profit, with Doug Gray driving,
$10,000 event, while Most Happy topped the trot event. Now young
Rod, a true Cinderella pacer and the pacers meet on Wednesday in the
fastest 2 year old winner ever from latest series. Flat Iron Collins and
Maine, has already shipped North French Major battled in the final
from Pompano, Florida.
half in a 2:04.1 trip, with Flat Iron
This meet has also crowned Hard Collins a length the best at the wire.
Time Rosie as the top trotter, even Mari Rich earned a 2:05 win in the
though Stonegate Consort, with companion event. The series con
Dana Swett driving, has already tinues with a $3,000 final scheduled
equalled the track trot mark of for April 24.

1985 MAINE STANDARDBRED
BREED ERS STAKES SCHEDULE
3 YO FILLY
PACE
3 YO
COLT PACE
Fri.
July 12

2 YO TROT
2 YO
COLT PACE
Wed.
July 10

3 YO TROT
2 YO
FILLY PACE
Thur.
July 11

BANCfOR RACEWAY

Wed.
July 17
July 24

Thur.
July 18
July 25
(Fair)

SKOWHEGAN EXTENDED

Wed.
July 31

Thur.
Aug. 1
2 YO TROT
2 YO COLT
PACE
2 YO FILLY
PACE
Thur.
Aug. 8

SKOWHEGAN FAIR

Wed.
Aug. 14

Thur.
Aug. 15

Fri.
Aug. 16

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS

Wed.
Aug. 21

Thur.
Aug. 22

Fri.
Aug. 23

WINDSOR FAIR

Wed.
Aug. 28

Thur.
Aug. 29
2 YO TROT
2 YO COLT

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS

NORTHERN MAINE FAIR

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
FARMINGTON

Wed.
Sept. 18
Wed.
Sept. 25
Wed.
Oct. 2

Fri.
Aug. 2
3 YO TROT
3 YO COLT
PACE
3 YO FILLY
PACE
Fri.
Aug. 9

Fri.
Aug. 30
3 YO TROT
3 YO COLT
PACE
2 YO FILLY 3 YO FILLY
PACE
PACE
Wed.
Fri.
Sept. 4
Sept. 6
Thur.
Fri.
Sept. 19
Sept. 20
Thur.
Fri.
Sept. 26
Sept. 27
Thur.
Fri.
Oct. 3
Oct. 4

PLYMPTON’S PRIDE 2:05-This ten year old mare by Bettor’s Choice
2:00.1 out of Sultry Strides by Duke Rodney is available for one breeding
season. She has a two year old Firecreek colt who is being trained by
Peter Blood, and a yearling by Drill instructor.

FRYEBURG FAIR

If interested call: Paul Didonato
____________________Tel. 617-664-2781________

(FINAL TOP 8 POINT WINNERS)
LEWISTON RACEWAY

CUMBERLAND FAIR

Fri.
July 19
July 26
(Fair)

Sun.
Oct. 13

Greatest Pacer In Maine’s H istory....
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M Y B IL L FO R W O O D
p, 1 :5 6 .1 , l :5 6 .3 h

( $ 7 9 4 ,3 9 8 )

( I s le o f W ight- D e b o r a h J o a n - N ic k S c o tt)

W on 56 races, 41 In 2 :0 0 ,2 8 in 2:00 on h a lf-m ile tra c k s ,
10 in 1:58 o r b e tte r on h a lf-m ile tra c k s .
Age
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Totals

Starts
12
27
29
35
23
27
7
160

1st
6
11„
15
10
7
7
1
56

2nd
3
4
2
7
3
2
3
24

3rd
0
4
3
5
5
3
0
20

Earnings
16,245
93,204
$156,834
v 164,550
$241,540
$ 86,275
$ 35,750
$794,398
$
$

M y B ill F o r w a r d defeated horses lik e C a ra m o re
(1 :5 5 .2 $ 8 3 0 ,5 2 1 ), Safe A r r iv a l (1 :5 4 .1 $ 4 5 2 ,7 9 1 ),
T re n to n T im e (1 :5 7 .0 $ 4 0 9 ,3 3 4 ), Ju s tin Passin
( T l : 5 3 . 2 $ 8 0 6 ,3 4 8 ), F a n H a n o v e r ( T l :5 0 .4 $ 9 6 9 ,7 2 4 ),
Ghenghis K h a n (1 :5 1 .4 $ 9 8 3 ,4 6 7 ), D o c ’s F e lla (1 :5 4 .1
$ 8 0 0 ,2 5 6 ), M ille r ’s Scout (1 :5 4 .4 $ 1 ,1 6 2 ,0 6 1 ), J . D . ’s
B u c k (1 :5 4 .3 $ 1 ,1 0 4 ,7 5 2 ), F ig h t T h e Foe. (1 :5 6 .3
$ 7 2 9 ,1 8 6 ).
Special H o n o rs
1980 — N .J . Sires 3 y r . old eolt pacing cham pion
1 9 8 1 — N .J. Sires 4 y r . old pacing cham pion
1981 — D el V a l (D e la w a re V a lle y ) H orse of the Y e a r
1981 — U .S .T .A . D is tric t 12 ( N . J . ) H o rse of the Y e a r
1982 — U .S .T .A . D is tric t 12 ( N . J . ) P a c e r of the Y e a r
1983 — S .O .A . ( N . Y . ) aged P a c e r of the Y e a r

W in n e r of M u ltip le N .J . Sires Stakes, G ra d u a te Series
Stake, M u ltip le legs and fin a l o f G eorge M o rto n L e v y
series (Y o n k e r s and R o o s e v e lt), P re sid e n t’s Pace
(M a in e ) tw ice , N um erous F .F .A . events.
One of the greatest h a lf-m ile tr a c k p e rfo rm e rs in the
h is to ry of harness ra c in g . H a ile d on M eadow lands
R a ce w a y b illb o a rd as “ K in g of the H a lf-M ile T r a c k s " !
Has these o utstanding qualities:
• S P E E D — “ Fastest horse I have e v e r d riv e n , I ’m
breeding tw o of m y best m ares to h im ” — Jo h n
(S o n n y ) P a tte rso n , J r .
• S T A M IN A — D id it the h a rd w a y , u su a lly on the fro n t
end.
• S O U N D N E S S — Raced and beat the best e v e ry y e a r
fro m ages 2 th ru 8.
• C O M F O R M A T IO N —
rig h t place.

“ Classic” e v e ry piece in the

• P E R S O N A L IT Y — “ Nicest hose to w o r k w ith ” —
Le ste r (B u d ) P u lle n , Lin e Keene, W a rre n S tro u t, T im
P o w e rs, D .Y .M .
E lig ib le to M aine Sires Stakes and N ew E n gla n d S u lk y
Cham pionship

Stan d in g F ir s t S eason a t P itts fie ld , M ain e

SOMERSET STANDARDBRED FARM
F ee — $ 1 5 0 0 .
V e te rin a ria n — T im P o w e rs D .V .M . —

T e l. 2 0 7 -4 8 7 -5 8 1 0

O w n ers — A jr o y V. and E a stly n B . C how
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O ur Breeders i
In M ore Way
The
Breeders’ Golden Cross
Most breeders would say that a MEADOW SKIPPER foal from a BRET
HANOVER mare is pacing's golden cross. JJ’S BILTMORE is a royally
’ bred son of MEADOW SKIPPER and from the BRET HANOVER and
1:57.2 winning mare GLORY GLORY. He is a full or three quarter
brother to JJ’S HALLMARK p,2,1:57.4f, 3,T1:56, SKIPPER’S GLORY
p,3,T1:57.2 and JJ’S GLORIOUS p,2,1:59.3- 84.
He raced against and defeated the likes of McKINZIE ALMAHURST,
Pin BOY, MERGER, TRENTON and MR. DALRAE.
Standing at: Jack Bailey Farm. Vernon, NY (315) 829-2117
Madeline Bailey, Farm Manager (315) 829-2456

1985 Service Fee: $2,500
All foals eligible to
the rich $8 million
New York Sire Stakes

•JJ’ s B I L l
p 2.1 59. 3.156.1
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\re Rewarded
rs T h an O ne.
The
$50,000 Breeders’Award
The owners of JJ’S BILTMORE will award the breeder of the fastest filly
and colt of his 1986 foals with a check in the amount of $25,000
each The record must be taken m a recognized USTA Pari-Mutual
Race or a Non-Betting division of a Stakes race in 1988 The award
will be presented on January 7, 1989. by the Genlyn Stables For
those breeders with foals from the 1963/1984 Breeding Seasons there
will be an appreciation award of $2,500 to the breeder of the fastest
two year old pacer of 1986/1987 In event of a tie all awards will be
equally divided

GERILYN

rM O R EMeadow Skipper-Glory Glory-Bret Hanover

STABLES

(
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Bucky Rem em bered

- hyBruceStearns-

Bucky Day accepts the N.E.H.W.A. Inductee Placque from President Carl
Schrivener at Hinsdale Raceway in 1983.
PHILADELPHIA — Alfred T.
Among the top horses he trained
(Bucky) Day, 56, one of the most or drove were N.E. Trotter of the
successful harness drivers in the Year Topsail. Wise Widower,
nation, who had won, 2,515 races and Skipper Gene, Miami Beach, Dr.
over $4,161,000 in purses, died March Brooks, Tony The Butler, Arania,
28 at the Frankford Hospital. Stonegate' Saunter, Shiaway St.
Torresdale
Division,
in Pat, Truman, Strong Focus, and
Philadelphia.
the recently purchased Fleet Gipsy
Day had been racing his stable at who has been racing at
The
Liberty Bell Park and drove Blue Meadowlands. His best driving year
Star Pete to a second place finish in came in 1973 when he won 167 races,
his most recent performance last fin was ranked among the top 20
Sunday night. He suffered a stroke reinsmen in the nation seven dif
at his stable on Tuesday morning ferent years and won over 100 races
and had been hospitalized for two in a single season eight different
days.
times.
A native of Danville, N.H., he
A skilled competent horseman,
started his racing career at the age Bucky always ranked among the
of 10 when he drove his father’s most popular drivers wherever he
trotter Rex Volo to victory over the raced and never lost his small-town
ice at Beaver Lake in Derry, N.H. New England charm despite years
He drove his first pari-mutuel race on the big time circuits. Although he
at Presque Isle, ME at the age of 14 had greatly curtailed his driving in
and had campaigned a large stable recent years, he still returned to the
at nearly every track in the east New England fairs every year just
over the course of the past 35 years, in race a horse or two on the fair
Day won the New England driving circuit,
championship six times and was the He is survived by a brother,
top driver at nearly every major Charles Day of Brentwood, N.H.,
New England track. He was in- who races at a stable in New
ducted into the
“ New England England; three sisters: Mildred
Harness Hall of Fame” in 1962 by Battis and Hazel Sweet both of
the New England chapter of the U,S. Danville, N.H. and Lois Bruno of
Harness Writers Association.
Derry, N.H.; a son Roland Day of
He transferred his stable to the Salem, N.H.; who is also a horseman
New Jersey area in recent years and with the Abe Stoltzfus Stable at
had been living in Freehold. He was Pompano; five daughters: Barbara
the leading driver on the New Jersey Marshall of Glendale, R.I., Judy
Sires Stake circuit in 1979.
Wolf of Derry, N.H., Joy Day, Jane
Bucky raced severH private Day and Pammy Day all of
stables during his career and Freehold, N.J.; several nieces and
trained for E.P Cray in the ’50’ s and nephews and six grandchildren,
later trained for Col. W. J. Rowe and Among his nephews is Paul Battis, a
raced Bill Rosenburg’s Wilrose winner of 2,400 races who got his Farm stable at one time.
start with Bucky in the 1950’s.

U.S.T.A. Report
The Board of Directors of the
United States Trotting Association
concluded its well-attended and busy
annual meeting in Columbus on
March 12. The directors reaffirmed
USTA support for
a national
marketing
effort,
established
priorities for the Association, and
approved several significant rule
changes.
Both USTA President Joseph V.
McLoone, and Francis X. Ready,
USTA Executive Vice President,
summarized
their
experiences
within the industry during the past
year. While enumerating the ac
complishments of the USTA in the
past twelve months, both touched on
the theme of “ much has been done,
and more is coming,” and both
called on the Board to provide
counsel
and
recommendations
throughout the year.
Douglas
Warren,
interim
marketing co-ordinator for the
North American Harness Racing
Marketing
Assn.
(NAHRMA),
briefed directors on NAHRMA’s
efforts, including the successful
Midas Gold Touch promotion held
recently at Pompano Park.
The chairman of the twelve USTA
districts extablished a series of
thirteen priorities for the USTA
during the next year. Among those
priorities are implementation of the
USTA’s computer “ track system” at
participating tracks; developing
policies to insure racing safety;
including further improvements in
helmet and equipment safety; and
developing a uniform licensing
system, and improving the integrity
of racing, including better methods
of drug testing.
One of the most important rule
changes adopted during the three
days of meeting requires a man
datory suspension of not less than 10
days for any driver guilty of kicking
a horse during a race.
Directors
expressed
concern
about the poor public image
presented when drivers resort to
kicking during a race. Concern was
also expressed about the safety
hazard posed by kicking because a
driver can easily lose his balance in
the sulky when kicking a horse.
Another rule change passed by the
directors requires that all brood
mares be blood-typed prior to
January 1, 1987. To enforce that
requirement, the Board of Directors
further stipulated that no foal of 1988
or thereafter could be registered

with the USTA unless his dam was
blood-typed and a record of that
blood-typing was on file at the
USTA.
This rule was passed bacause of
the need to maintain adequate
safeguards on the parentage of off
spring and to assure integrity of
USTA registration records.
Another topic discussed widely at
the USTA assembly was the problem
of stakes payments falling too early
in the year, forcing owners into
making substantial payments on
horses who have had a limited time
in training. To alleviate this
situation, the USTA Board banned
stakes payments prior to February
15 and mandated that no payments
into a number of early closing and
late-closing events fall due prior to
March 15.
The directors also reaffirmed
their opposition to embryo transfers
and clarified USTA rules to make
certain that no foals born as a result
of embryo transfer would be ac
cepted by the USTA for registration.
Escalating costs, particularly the
costs associated with tattooing and
registering horses, necessitated
some minor fee increases for USTA
services and publications.
Effective May 1, 1985, registration
fees will be as follows: Registration
within four months of foaling date $30; prior to the horse becoming a
yearling - $40; as a yearling - $105.
Increased were also passed on
transfer fees. Scheduled to become
effective May 1, these new fees will
be as follows: transfer within 90
days of sale - $15; 90 days to 180 days
of sale - $25; six months to one year
of sale - $55; over one year - $105.
Effective May 1, the fee for blood
typing a horse will increase to $75
while the cost for The Care &
Training of the Trotter & Pacer will
increase to $10 for members and to
$15 for non-members.
Effective with the 1986 volume, the
cost of the Sires & Dams book will be
$60. Other publications slated for
price increases in 1986 are the Year
Book ($15); Stakes Guide ($10);
Microfiche ($125). These changes
reflect the substantial increases to
USTA in printing costs.
Five newly-elected Directors were
introduced. They were Dana Childs,
Westbrook, ME; Ronald Dancer,
New Egypt, NJ; William Johnston,
Jr., Hinsdale, IL; David Karoub,
Hazel Park, MI; and Ralph Mc
Clain, Knob Noster, MO.

FOXBORO
STAKES PROGRAM
May 26
June
June
July
July

21
28
6
21

Bucky Day Memorial $25,000.
Simon Bishop Memorial Pace
1st Leg $4,000
2nd Leg $4,000
Final $20,000 Added
Invitational $25,000.
ti i-j-'i t .- - . \ i

..i t vt , t i., i u m t t . t rr ""f;

U.S.T.A. directors Tim Rooney (left) and Joe Sullivan (right) discuss a rule
change proposed during the recent U.S.T.A. annual meeting in Ohio.

Pinehurst Harness Matinee
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Ode To Skinner”

Joe Clohossey drove Allons-Y to victory in the Pinehurst Matinee for thelB urlli^
his daughter Pam was also a winner.
Austin Farms of Cornish, N.H., scheduled to drive another hose but
and trained by Joe Clohossey set the a late switch put her in the sulky
pace in the Pinehurst Harness behind Nedra Lobell and it proved to
Racing Matinee on Sunday with two be a wise move as the 14-year-old
wins before an enthusiastic crowd daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Young
which helped wind down the curtain of Young Meadow Farm, Hadley,
on harness activities at the local Mass., registered a win in the 2track.
year-old pace fourth race. After the
Austin Farms, owned by Judge race, Mr. and Mrs. Young invited a
Jean Burling of New Hampshire and large party of well-wishers to join in
a frequent visitor to Pinehurst, won the victory picture of the horse and
the third and fifth races as Trainer smart young driver.
Joe Clohossey doubled as driver
The county fair-type atmosphere
behind Allons-Y to win the green 3- of the day was emphasized by the
year-old trot and his daughter, Pam many railside tailgate parties and
Clohossey Lawrence, wife of a some even featured champagne,
paratrooper with the 82nd Airborne fried chicken, homemade ice cream,
Division at Fort Bragg, captured the gourmet ham, and chocolate cake,
green 3-year-old pace driving such as the gala staged by one of the
Pluperfect. Judge Burling raises her racing judges of the day, Walter
own horses and gets them started in i Lang of Pinehurst
and Copper
training before sending them to Beech Farm, Salem, N.H. The other
Clohossey in Pinehurst.
judge was Mort Adams of Sodus,
Mary Young was originally N.H.

BeckyDavis

Skinner Butler was a horse we had
He was the favorite of my Dad
He had the prettiest trotting stride
As he raced around the track in pride.
He made Dad known at Scarborough Downs
Although he wasn’t the fastest around.
People knew him, ’cause he was hard to hold
His drivers had to be strong and bold.
Two years ago while training next door
He broke his leg — to the races no more.
He’d been with us four years, we couldn’t let him go.
He’d been a good horse and we loved him so.
I think he was sad his racing was over
But he liked the thought of the good green clover
He couldn’t walk too good, but he was happy again
He could be with the ponies, his two best frienas.
I found out not long ago...
That it was time for Skinner to go.
It was awful hard for Dad to decide
My tears were some I couldn’t hide.
I try to smile through my tears
Saying that we gave him two extra years
But in the barn where he once stood tall
In his remembrance — his empty stall!

OOQQOOQOQOOOOOQCOQOOOQOOOC QOOOOOOOOCr

“ Thanking my Delaware-New Jersey clients
and wishing Scarborough a super meet.”

ERNEST S LOWELL
(207) 282-3131

85 TEMPLE ST.
SACO, ME. 04072

STA N D A R D B R E D H O R SE SH O E IN G

COAST TO COAST

Blacksmith Shop Now Open At Scarborough Downs
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOPOOOOO

FURMAN’S FOLLY
3, 2:05.2h 4, 2:02.4f
(Lindy’s Pride-Song Festival-Speedster)
Fourteen year old Mary Young drove Nedra Lobell to victory in the Pinehurst
Matinee for first career win. Congratulations.

All Accounting Functions
Income Taxes
Syndications

Furman’s Folly’s first season at stud. In 1980, he was April Championship
Trot Final winner at Saratoga and was voted “ 3 Year Old Trotter of the
Year” by Saratoga Chapter of U.S. Harness Writers Association.

Stud Fee $750.
All Foals are eligible to N.Y.S.S.

We Specialize In Horse, Stable and Other Agricultural Enterprises
Call or Write
***

CROSS CREEK FARM

Hand Over Associates

East Nassau, N.Y. 518-766-5580

P.O. Box 3

N. Monmouth, Maine 04265 Te. 207-933-4065
OOOOOOOOOOOOQOOQOO OQOOC OOQOOOQQ O OCOQ O

Fastest Female At Foxboro
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Foxboro Raceway, Route 1, Foxboro, Ma 02035
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 558 Tel: (617) 543-5331

Racing Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
evening 7:45 p.m. Sunday afternoon 1:00 p.m.
The projected Foxboro simulcast schedule is as follows:
June 6
Governor Driscoll Pace from the Meadowlands
July 19
Meadowlands Pace from the Meadowlands
July 27
International Trot from Roosevelt Raceway
August 16 Woodrow Wilson Pace from the Meadowlands
October 25____________ Governors Cup from Garden State

ATTENTION! MASS BREEDERS:
What Stud Is The Best Kept Secret
In The State?

THE RED COLT

P. 2 , 2 :01.2

(Columbio George-Truette Hanover-Tar Heel)
Did You Know —
• TH E RED COLT is the only son of H m Great Columbia George to stand in Massachusetts?
• TH E RED COLT had a record o f 4 (2-0-1) as a tw o year old and 6 (1-3-0) as a three year old?
• TH E RED COLT w as race timed in 1:58 ond finished second to Super Bradshaw, Solid Fuel, (in
the Hanover Colt Stakes) and M ajor Trib u te ?
• TH E RED C O LT'S b rilia n t career w as ended by an in ju ry before he tru ly had a chance to achieve
his fu ll potential.

Now That You Know About The Red Colt Can You Afford Not To Breed To Him
At The Introductory Fee O f Only $250?
Contact: Anthony Tambolleo
P.O. Box 84

Sterling Junction, Mass. 01565
Tel. 617-422-6538

Diane Long comes to the gate at Foxboro Raceway.
Diane Long, the fastest female
driver in the world is back in action
at Foxboro racing a reined and
trained stable of five. The thirtyseven year old Hyannis native made
her mark in history this past
February at Pompano Park. The

landmark mile of 1:55.3 was
recorded at the Florida track with
L°ng on a catch drive, handling
Don’t Bug Me. long joins Shirley
Stewart of Longmeadow, MA. as the
only other female “ reinsman” at the
5/8th harness oval.

FOR SALE

T R O T T IN G B R O O D M A R E
IN F O A L
N A K O A 3, 2.1 lh ; 5, 2.09.2h
(M ark Hanover — Lib Lybrook — Volstadt)
NA KOA (1969) is in foal to GUV (3 ,2.05.2f) and was last bred
on 2/12/85. Foal is eligible to both the Mass. Sires Stakes and
N.E. Sulky Championship. This mare's first foal was
NAKOA/S KNIG HT (Blitzen) 5, 2.04.1 h. She has produced
two excellent foals by GUV — a yearling filly and a rugged
weanling colt. Both are available for your inspection.

PRICE: $1500 (Stud fee paid)
CONTACT: R. Kokernak 617-827-5156

Harness Youth Camp
The
Harness Horse
Youth June 30
Foundation’s 1985 camp schedule
Manitowoc County Fairgrounds,
has expanded to eleven camps to be Wisconsin
held in eight different states this July 5
year.
*
Madison County Fairgrounds,
The
YouthFoundation
apIndiana
predates the support of each of the July 9 & 13
hosts in helping to introduce young
The
Meadowlands,
East
people to theworld of
harness Rutherford, N.J.
racing.
July 25
The youth camps are devoted to
Castleton Farms, Wilmington
‘hands-on’ experience which will August 5,6,7
include sessions from some of the
Showplace
Farms,
Boxwood
leading trainers and drivers in the Farm,
Freehold
Raceway,
sport of grooming, training, driving Freehold, N.J.
and the basic caring of the stan- August 15
dardbred horse from foaling to the
Hempt Farms, Mechanicsburg,
racetrack.
Pennsylvania .
may 25 & 26
September (dates to be announced)
Champagne County Fairgrounds,
Garden State Park, Cherry Hill.
One of New England’s fastest pacers, Outer Sea 1:56.4, owned by Kevin O’Reilly, Illinois
N.J.
and trained by Mark Delsesto will be racing again this season at Foxboro. This June 24
October 12 & 13
year tile horse has wpn twice out of six starts At Pompano Park.. (1. to r.) Chuck
Northsong Farms, - 'Greenwich/ \ The lRed Mile,' -Lexington,* *KenDeFazio, groom-Mark Delsesto, trainer — Leo Bauer, driver —and.Tony. DeRosa.- ' New York
•'
'fucky
v *v v * * * ' 10

Safford -

The

Man

B y R O B E R T LO W E L L

Safford and The Abbott, 2:00 in the winner’s circle in Rutland, Vt. after winning
the FFA pace in 1941, owned by Sullivan and Mawhinney of Machias, Me.
Even that was to no avail as he
It would stretch even the most
scenic
imagination
today
to soon ran away from the school and
visualize a 250-pound driver winning came home with his horse. At this
point, they decided to let him pursue
a national title.
But, it not only happened once, it his heart’s desire — harness racing.
happened three times, and Frank SA FFO R D ’ S D REAM ...
Norma says, “ He had a dream and
Safford was the big man who did it.
The burly Hall-Of-Famer won titles he put his whole heart into it.”
Safford at 15 drove his first race
in 1942, 1948 and 1949. He coupled
hard work with a thundering singing winner at the Chesire Fair at Safford
voice in climbing the stairway of Park in Keene, N.H. His father
Perley had built the fair track and
success in harness racing.
gave his son half interest in Signalda
HARD-WORKING...
Another Hall-Of-Famer, John who raced through Maine and
Simpson, Sr., remembers, “ Frank Vermont, in 1925.
At 16, Safford owned five horses
Safford was the hardest working
trainer-driver that I have ever and when he was 18 he bought
known. He had the largest stable at Napoleon Hal for $750 and won 18
Pinehurst and began his day before straight races, coincidently. His
first outside owner was a railroad
daylight.”
Veteran driver Charlie Fitz conductor and shortly there after his
patrick concurs, “ He was up at 4 services became in demand. By
a.m. and he was the top horseman in 1930, he was already driving stakes
the country.”
events.
In 1934, he became the head
Safford was the biggest man that
Fitzpatrick could recall who had trainer-driver for the E.P. Cray
ever won a driving title. He adds, Stable of Bellows Falls, Vermont.
“ Doc Parshall was a big man, but An early stand-out was the Abbedale
Frank outweighed him by 75 filly, Miss Volo Dale.
She was the champion pacing
pounds.”
Safford’s daughter Jean who three year old filly of 1935 winning
assisted in training, alludes to her the Reading Fair Futurity, taking a
dad’s dedication. “ He never went to record of 2:04 Vfe at Syracuse, and
won 13 of 15 starts. Safford later
bed without checking thediorses.”
marked the mare in 2:01.
SINGING REINSMAN...
A long time friend and former
For the singing reinsman, the long
days were a labor of love. He ex trainer, Bob Pearson of Kennebunk,
pressed himself in song while on the Maine, reflects, “ Safford had good
track and his horses responded hands and his horses never pulled.
winning 23 major stakes. The He could read a watch better than
singing,
which
became
his any man in the world.”
A seasoned driver by 1941, Safford
trademark, paired with his reins
formed a unique communication had won six heats on a single
link with his horses. Safford program at Gorham, Me., and
reportedly once remarked that the fourteen straight heats at Saratoga.
reins are just like a telegraph. His However, it was a trotting-bred
horses must have received the chamnpion pacer by Guy Abbey who
most
demonstrated
Safford’s
message.
The colorful crooner captured his prowess as a trainer.
first driving title in 1942 with 117 CONVERTED TROTTERS...
The Abbott, 2:00 Vfe, was the first in
victories. In presenting the award,
U.S.TA. Secretary Roger Duncan a line of top pacers that Safford
cited Safford’s hard work and faith converted from the trot.
Fitzpatrick says, “ Ben White had
ful service.
Safford’s legendery career bagan raced The Abbott and I think he
in his home town, Swanzey , New started in the Hambletonian. He also
Hampshire. Norma Safford, his converted Philip Scott. Frank got
sister, says that their parents had a him from Harry Pownal who was
difficult time keeping Frank in high training the Arden Homestead
school. “ As a result,” she adds, Stable.”
“ they enrolled him in the New York Philip Scott developed into a top
FFA star and was the first New
Military Academy.”
She continues, ‘.‘They.even sent his England.owned horse to win over
$150,000.
horse out to him.”
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Another two minute pacer that
Safford converted was Mighty
Medium, a foal of the great broodmare Margaret Castleton.
Safford had a penchant for converting trotters into front-line
pacers and his greatest triumph was
Knight Dream. Sired by Nibble
Hanover from the dam Lydia
Knight, he had been sent by Jere and
Percy Gray and Robert Armstrong
to the very respected trainer, Harry
Whitney, at Aiken.
Whitney, who didn’t race pacers,
discovered the colt would not trot
enough and the owners turned the
colt over to Safford.
Following winter training at
Pinehurst, Safford shipped the colt
to Roosevelt. Getting his early
racing experience at the Westbury
oval. Goshen and Saratoga, Safford
prepped the colt for the rich $29,000
Fox Stake at Indianapolis. Safford
trained the colt in 2:06 at Roosevelt
leaving
on-lookers
awe-struck
before shipping the colt West.
At
Indianapolis,
Pearson
recollects, Frank called, giving
instructions to train the colt in 2:04
with the last half in a minute.”
Safford knew Indianapolis had a
long stretch and he said he didn’t
want the colt to quit in the race.
Pearson complied with the orders,
but one of the owners was in the
stands and timed the work-out. Back
in the barn area he asked if he hadn’t
worked the colt a bit too fast.
Pearson replied, “ If I knew more
than Safford, he would be working
form e.”

straight heats. In the first heat,
Safford got away sixth, moved at the
half, and collared the leader Guinea
Gold going up the backside. Knight
Dream had command in the far turn
winning in 2:07 2/5.
In the second heat, Safford sent
the colt right to the top and stayed
there withstanding a furious stretch
challenge from Navy Hal and Frank
Ervin to win in 2:07 1/5. The total
purse that year was $47,528.
Simpson, who raced against
Knight Dream with Mighty Dexter,
tells the Northeast Harness News, “ I
couldn’t beat him and nobody else
could either. He was a world
champion.”
In 1974, Safford had retired from
active driving with a half a century
in the sulky. For all intensive purposes, his driving had been curtailed
considerably during the 1960’s while
concentrating on training,
Bruce Stearns, publicity director
at Liberty Bell Park, says that
Safford had relegated most of the
driving chores to second trainers
Tug Boyd, Jimmy Larente and Del
Cote. However, his talent as a
trainer continued as he developed
top stakes caliber colts.
His daughter Jean mentions a
few: “ Valiant Bret, Good Time Boy
and Skipper’s Dream.” Simpson
testifies that Safford developed good
colts.
Whatever Safford did, he did it in a
big way. Whether it was eating two
steaks for breakfast or bringing his
own groceries into a restaurant,
Safford was one of a kind.

W ORLD RECORDS...

THE BIG M AN...

Safford went out to drive the colt
and won the prestigious stake in
straight heats of 2:012/5 and 2:013/5
establishing a stake and world’s
record for two heats for a two- year
old. Later in the Two Gaits Stake at
Lexington, Knight Dream won the
first heat in 2:02 2/5 and the second
heat in 2:00 2/5 breaking Jimmy
Creed’s two year old world’s record
of 2:00 V2 . As a juvenile, Knight
Dream had paced an unheard of
total of three heats faster than 2:02.
Safford had set worlds records
before with horses like pacer
Supreme Hal and trotter Sidney
Hanover, but Knight Dream was a
truly dominant individual. In his
three year old season, Knight
Dream was equally as tough. The
year 1947 saw the bay colt sweep a
mud-marred Little Brown Jug in

It wasn’t always easy, for Safford
had his share of bumps and bruises
along the way. In 1947 for instance,
he was driving Sidney Hanover in
the $40,000 trot at Roosevelt when a
horse named Kaola fell. Safford was
thrown and wedged under the hub
rail and knocked unconscious. The
hub rail had to be sawed off before
Safford could get up.
If he had been asked how he won
so many races, Safford probably
would have drawled in his southern
accent that belied his New England
heritage, “ Hey boy, get to the top
and stay there.”
In Harness racing, Safford made
the top and he stayed there. If we
may use a literary license to borrow
his favorite expression, we would
say, “ Hey boy, Safford was the big
man.”

An early Safford pupil. Miss Cash Counter, out of McKinley Kirk’s mare, Belle
Mabone. Photo at Old Orchard, Me.

1983 Mares-Bred List
NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP
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Ac’s Fire Fly
Actress
Adio Bye Bye
After Lawen
Air Pride
All of Best
Amorous Hanover
American Lady
Amy Jay
Angela Mia
Angela Hanover
Aggeo
Andy’s Broom
An Ta Lee
April Colden
Armbro Twilla
Artie Flower
Ardina Sterling
Arrogant Milly
Ashgrove
Ata Karen
Avon Wyoma
Barbie Ellen
Barbi Jan
Bay Stone
Baroness Jan
Barb’s Princess
Baby Doe
B. BrS Sparkle
Beth Hill
Bell Direct
Best of Wise
Bev’s Star
Berdicea
Be Attentive
Banbury Black Byrd
Bardot Blue Chip
Bertie Cash
Betty’s Bonus
Blonde Baroness
Bippy
Big John’s Rosie
Bleeding Heart
Blitzen Maid
Borderview Dianne
Boston Miss
Bouncing Bet
Bret’s Donna
Bronte
Brass Button
Branch of Irish
Burnt Toast
Bunny Hop Forwood
Butler’s Flirt
Burwood Minnie
Burbank Lass
Bye Bye Pixie
Bye’s Lady
Carrie of Ramond
Cape Pine Sacme
Cautious Star
Cayenne
Cash Collins
Cathy Baby
Carol’s Beau
Careless Mold
Candy Bitts
Che Rob Glen
Checketa Hanover
Chinbro Brenda
Chinbro Flo
Chinbro Marge
Chinbro Minifly
Chinbro Sue
Chimney Swift
Chita Heigh
Chamade
Chukkah
C. H.I. Whiz
Charming Notice
C’est Shabu
Chelsea Queen
Certainly N.
Cent From Heaven
G over Star
G assic Tammy
C Me First
C Me Lator
County Fair
Contessa Teresa
Cory’s Pony
Columbia Brenna
Contessa April
Cool Ginger
Corgen Fulla Time
C.R. Wade
Chocolate Float
G assy Hope
Dancer’s Mite

Me Barbara
Darcy Song
Joyce Mae
Mountain Mae
Daybreak Joy
Judy’s Winner
Mrs. Robinson
Daisy’s Blizzard
Julie B. Gold
Ms. Suffolk
Danby Queen
Justaplain Imp
Ms. Isa Dore
Daupniness Direct
Juanita Adios
My Gal A
Debbyette Moraka
J. R .’s Shirley
My Coral
Dela Meadow
Julia Rose Abbot
Myrtle’s
Pride
Debbi Chase
Kash Design
My Gina Lind
Derringer
Kadepus
Mountain Georgia
Demons Angel
Keywaydin Winnie
Moonglower
Deanna’s Delight
Keywaydin Ankada
Mid Spike
Ding Ding
Kerry Blue Chip
Narding Girl
Donna Me
Kelly Rodney
Naughty Lili
Don’t Cry Baby
Kennebec
Nakoa
Dot Mac
Keystone Satin
Nakoa’s Fancy
Dream Lady
Kim’s Jewel
Nan Kana
East Lynne Honor
K. J.K.
Nancin Adore
Edwina Mahone
Knightfall
Nardin’s Imp
Eddie’s Spud
Knight Belle
Nero Rivage
Effrem
Knight Nancy
Nira’s Nyoka
Ellie O’Brien
Kona
Nobel Deal
Elizabet Ironstone
Kristy Jo’s Sister
Olympic Duchess
Etta Cane
Lady Viking
Oily Baby
Expressly Yours
La Perla
Olympic Wave
Farrier Jennifer
Lady Gray
Oh Say What
Fair Camelot
Lady Olga
Ophelia Fanny
F erric’s Flick
Lady Casey
Orianna’s Ann
Fifi Brewster
Lady Namu
Oso Pure
Fine Queen
Lavish Lady
Outa The Blue
Final Decree
Lehigh’s Alibi
Paper Bert
Fire When Ready
Lisa Barmin
Patings Star
Flexible Jean
Linda Bayama
Patricia Lobell
Flicka Bayama
Lin Mar Sally
Pace Along Lucille
F lossie G
Little Miss Mitch
Paper Bert
Flying Minnie K
Little Lady Luck
Patina’s Star
Fly Away Vickie
Lindamark
Perlie H Magic
Flaming Scarlet
Lisa J.
Penny Bank
Fly Fly Amy
Lively Ann
Pensive Mary
Foxy Red Head
Limerick Miss
Penthalon
Formal Alliance
Limerick Linda
Pepper Time
Frisky’s Best
Lil Boss
Peggy P.
Frisco Twinkle
Little Too Much
Philsota
Frosty Jean
Lib’s Byrd
Piper Princess
Fulla Rain
Little Whiz
Pia Kay
Fulmen’s Sister
Little Girl Flo
Pink Sands
Fussy Gussie
Loriland
Pin Missy
Fussy Brat
Lou Can Tangle
Plympton’s Pride
Fulla’s Fling
Lookin Laura
Polly 0 .
Game Evelyn
Loving Touch
Pop Tart
Gaelic Waltz
Lotana Hanover
Polly Pace
Game Mitz
Leonora Barmin
Pocono Mamie
Good Time Katie
Lucky Gem
Prudence
Goldie’s Michelle
Luck Ahead
Princess Kent
Good Knight Joan
Lucky Gina
Pretty Easy
Golden Victory
Lucy B. Rainbow
Pretty Plumber
Greenacres Choice
Lush’s Dream
Princess Sister
Grateful Jacklyn
Lucindy
Prim Widow
Happy Hostess
Mary Too
Question Mark
Hawkeye Filley
Maggie McHarvey
Quinton Girl
Hardy’s Puddin
Maggie T.
Queen’s Mystery
Happy Barbara
Majestic Ginny
Race Me Star
Happy Harmony
Mar Con Countess
Race Me Aggie
Halloo
Marshalette
Race Me Courtney
Heggie’s Joy
Majestic Suzi
Racey Lyman
Helen’s Blue Jay
Marcon Liberty
Race Lyn n
Heritage Rosie
Marcon Delight
Red Silk G.B.
Hi Bi-Newport
Madam Barnes
R.E.M.
Hillary Dunloe
May Be Misty
Reba Kash
Hour Halo
Mary Deal
Ripping Nancy
Hot Lips
Mary G. Butler
Ridgeview Princess
Hockomock Eve
May Sampson
Ricky’s
Girl
Hypercon
Mattuta
Royal Rupal
Ice Nine
Mike Hunt
Rock Candy Mountain
Ideal C
Miss Evander
Romeo’s Rose
Idle Gossip
Miss Close Call
Sally Dupre
I’ll C U Lator
Miss Nova Scotia
Sacred Honor
I’ll Decide
Miss Dora N.
Sapporo
Incredulous
Miss Count Gallon
Sassafrass Sue
Instant Game
Miss Winnie T
Salutatorian
Impromptu
Miscellaneous
Saratoga Jane
Iona Senator
Miss Annie K.
Samantha Victorie
Irish Luck
Miles End Ida
Saratoga Sonnet
Jan’s Louise
Miss Deborah Dean
Sail Over
Jane’s Filly
Miss Chase
Searus Girl
Jane Gay
Miss Bonnie Marie
Scarlet Diamond
Janet
Miss Star Bullet
Scotch Lilt
J.B. Rebecca
Miss Roma Jac
Sharlu’s Lady Star
Jefferson Star
Miss Freshman
Shadydale Honor
Jeff’s Humidity
Missy Lincoln
Shirley Dean
Jet Alert
Miss Elaine A.
Shadydale America
Jill Mac
Miss Italy
Shirley Time
Jill Airliner
Miss Bullseye
Sharp Suzy
J.M. Jem
Mighty Individual
Shiefa Kent
J.M. Frill
Miss Fortin
Shopping Spree
Jo Jo Worthy
Mighty Maria
Siam Hanover
Jolly Good
Miss B.O.
Silky Star
Joed
Mid Spike
Shakira
Josie Collins
The Following List is Subject to Omissions & Errors
,For Information Contact: Robert Ferland, Box 799, Berwick, Me. 039011
Tel. 207-698-1302

Sharp Cricket
Silver Creek Polly
Skittish
Skipper Del Mar
Skippers Fancy
Sky Lab O.B.
Skyridge Passion
Skyridge Candy
Slinky
Smoky Flurry
Snow Maiden
Sneakin Sally
Some Advance
Soloman’s Pride
Sonnet Marie
Sooner Do
So Funny
Sorry Doc
Speedy Contralto
Spanish Customer
Spanich Velvet
Speedie Pixie
Stonegate Dawn
Startley Miss
Stilts Caton
Steady Blossom
Steady Sis
Speedy Susie
Sturdy Branda
Stromboli
Steady Hoot
Steady Belle
Stonegate Imp
Steam Heat
Stephanie Scott
Summer Idoly
Sumac
Super Beauty
Sunday Red
Success Belle
Suffolk Stacie
Sutton Suzie
Sutton Misty
Steady Counsel
Super Go
Sue Easter
Susan Gay Scott
Susie Q Thad
Super Ribbon
Swanzey Dream
Swanzey Lady
Sweet Brenda
Sylvan Sarah
Stacey Halloran
Take The Gate
Take The Bit
Tanya Moraka
Tartastic
Tavern’s Cita
Tara Moon
Tavern’s Sandra
Tarr’s Connie
Tanta Lobell
Tarleta’s Last
Terror Striken
Terri Yaki
Thorpe’s Dream
Tillie Good
Time & Patience
Touch of Velvet
Toshia Silbrook
The Consort’s Dolly
Tourterella
Topless
Toni Lynn
Torcea
Treasure Lobell
Tropical Sis
Trotwood Darlene
Tuned In
Vermont Adios
Velvet Donut
Vinland
Watergate Time
War Dona
Wahoo Lady
White Gold
White Moonglow
White Indigo
White Jazz
White Hite Song
White Lassie
White Oasis
* Whitney Frost
Whiz
Winning Widow
Wily Witch
Woodhill Tar Baby
Yankee Knox
Yankee Blue Girl
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Sire Of (21) In 2:00 Including:

* All “Cavalcade” Record Foals
That Ever Raced Thru11-6-84
30% Took Records Of 2:00 Or Better In 1984
77% Took RecordsOf 2:05 Or Better In 1984
94% Took Records Of 2:10 Or Better In 1984
45% Took Their Records On Half Mile Tracks
37% Took Their Records On Five Eighth Mile Tracks
17% Took Their Records On A Mile Track

Reveille Rebel P, 1:56.3
Marathon Star P, 1:57
French Leave P, 1:57.1
Metro Cal P, 1:57.2
Prissy BB P, 1:57.3
Racing Valor P, 1:58.4
Decorated Hero P, 1:58.4
Wood Ford P, 1:59
Walkaround Money P, 1:59.1
Swift Britches P, 1:59.1

Every Move P, 1:59.3
Engamernedgekol P, 1:59.3
Tartan ^an P, 1:59.4
Recorded P, 1:59.4
Cavalcade of Stars P, 1:59.4
Anchor Miller P, 1:59.4
Magic Mate P, 2:00
Golden Eclipse P, 2:00
Fast Pace P, 2:00
Distant Land P, 2:00

•fr**.**#.******#****.***.**.¥.#..¥■¥•***l a s h •★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ *★ ★ ★ ★ ♦
*FAMOUS CADE (Cavalcade-Famette Hanover) wins leg o f Skyline Series *
*1:55.1 at the M eadowlands,out of the ten hole and parked to the half!;
Contact:
Meadowbrook Farm
Dudley, MA
617-943-2706

John Kunkel-Pres./Treas.
Joseph Kunkel
James Kunkel
Paul Ducharme-Gen. Mgr.

1984 starters, finished 1st, 2nd, or 3rd, in 42% of their starts.

Standing At:
Tufts Veterinary School
No. Grafton, MA
617-839-5302

1984 starters, earned $570,079 , and $1,824,778 lifetime.

* From a limited opportunity of 85 broodmares (source: USTA sires report, Nov. 6, 1984).
Foals now available for purchase from Tufts Veterinary School, proceeds will benefit equine reproduction research. All Foals Eligible To
The BREEDERS CROWN, MASS SIRE STAKES, NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP AND THE GRAND CIRCUIT
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The Mass. Sires’ Stakes could
conceivably have its best year ever
in 1985, as a very promising class of
two-year-olds is returning this year,
topped by Farbro Surf and
Christopher John.
Farbro Surf appears to easily
outclass all of the three-year-old
pacers. Driven by Bert Beckwith,
Farbro Surf did not race in the fair
legs last year at all. but instead
waited for the three Foxboro closing
legs, with purses of $7500 and
$20,000. He won all three of these
legs by open lengths, pacing in the
2:03 range. He is undoubtedly hoping
to have a year like Gary Mosher’s
Richelieu Charter (White RichelieuDoc’ s Little Judy) had in 1984, and it
is certainly within the realm of
possibilities.
There does not appear to be any
colt capable of matching Farbro
Surf’s speed, but there are several
promising challengers more or less.
Leading this list is Sharp Lee
Thunder, a member of the always
powerful Don Guidette-stable. Sharp
Lee Thunder appeared to be the top

Mass Breeders

two-year-old colt in 1984 before the
emergence of Farbro Surf, winning
several of the fair legs. If Guidette
can get him ready, he should
challenge.
Also impressive in 1984 was Andy
Card’s Bonnie Time Echo (Bonnie
Time Boy - Lady Rica), who battled
Sharp Lee Thunder throughout the
fair season, scoring a few openlength triumphs along with close
seconds. Although not a factor in the
later races, Bonnie Time Echo will
perhaps show more stamina this
year, which would certainly launch
him into contention.
Other horses who have potential
this year in the colt division are
Hubert Provost’s win Brindy Winn
(Brazil-Wynn’s Bonnie May),who
earned over $5000 in 1984 while
taking a good mark of 2:09.4 at
Plainville, and Steve LeBlanc’s
Brazile’s Pride, also a son of Brazil,
who was the other winner in this
division last year.
The outlook for the three-year-old
filly division is far less clear;
several entries showed speed in 1984.

By K.C. JOHNSON

The
acknowledged
frontrunner
would have to be Bay State Kate,
driven by Steve LeBlanc, who came
on late to be the leading money
earner for this division. Bay State
Kate won both of the Foxbroro final
legs for two-year-old fillies, and she
also finished a distant second to
Farbro Surf in the two-year-old
finals.
The top challenger to Bay State
Kate appears to be Bob Cross’ Raffle
Ticket, who was close behind Bay
State Kate several times last year.
Raffle Ticket’s most impressive
mile was in the two-year-old final,
when she was impeded at the start
and still closed gamely for third. If
she can get a little luck, Raffle
Ticket has the potential to sweep this
division.
Also a multiple winner last year
was Duchess of Madley (Adios
Rowdy - Duchess of Kent), who was
probably the most inconsistent
pacer in this division. She was
victorious at Sharlu, Hadley, and
Plainville, and, although she was
virtually non-existent late in the

season, she could be strong if driver
Steve Del Nero can get her sharp.
There are several other horses
who could dominate this division.
Among these are Here Comes
Friday (Kar Hanover - Friday Star).
The Marcel Boisse - driver filly
showed excellent front speed on
numerous occasions in 1984, but
would usually quit in the stretch.
The additional maturity may help
her in 1985. Sunday Girl H. (Adios
Rowdy - Mike Hunt), driven by Ray
Tremblay, was a multiple winner
also. There is certainly the
possibility for a filly who did not
start in 1984 to challenge as well.
The three-year-old trotters appear
to be a two-horse division. These are
Burbanker (Overland Hanover Burbank Lass) and Christopher
John (Cadwallender - Pearlie H.’s
Magic), who were about evenly
divided last year. Burbanker, driven
by Andrei Guidette, got off to a very
fast start, winninl the events at
Groton, Plainville, and Sharlu.
Burbanker earned over $15,000 in
1984 - an excellent accomplishment.

Christopher John, top Mass-bred two year old trotter, owned by John DiStefano was high money winner in the 1984 Stakes.

Q u alify y ea rlin g s

S a le

S f'r o m

S ea ftfo r s e Sf'arm
T ill yearlings are eligible io th e JlCassacAuseiis S ire S ia fe s, ilie D^Ceiv Copland
S u fty Gfiam pionships and oth er D'CaiionaI S tages. ^PricedJrom $2,000-$3,000.
'jjearlinp C o /i by Cavalcade oui o f 100% producing ftorpid m are.
^Jearlincj C o /i bp ftICi/es C n J S iev e oui o j a iouph winner o f $40,000+.
~yearlin(j fifty bp ftICi/es Cond S ieo e oui o f a fr e e -fe p p e d 1:09.4 racem are winner o f S40,000-\-.
Tftso, fop b red broodmares in f o a l or with fo a ls by Gaualcade, D jesi o j Tift, and D isiani 3 fu n d er.
ZJery reasonable prices and ierm s available.
Goniaci:
S ea

J ~ fo r s e

H a rm

10 5 J f i p

9?oacf

DCew6ury, 91T71 0 19 50

(6 17 - 0462- 8540 )
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NOMINATIONS OPEN

^

Massachusetts Standardbred
Agricultural Fair Stakes

\

a

A

CONDITIONS
Eligibles must be sired by a Massachusetts Standardbred Stallion registered with the Massachusetts
Department of Food and Agriculture.
Registered
Name

Color
Sex

Sire

Dam

Date of
Foaling

Owner _

Registration Fee: $10.00 per animal,
payable to Commissioner of Food and Agriculture.

NOMINATIONS CLOSE May 15, 1985

Address
Phone

Mai! entries to: Massachusetts Department of Food and Agriculture
100 Cam bridge Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02202
Attn: Standardbred Program
Robert Bermett

New Record-Foxboro
A radio program put together by
Hinsdale
Racetrack
has
been
Dominated
for
a
prestigious
broadcasting award by two m ajor
harness racing organizations.
“ The Winner’s Circle,” a syndicated program produced by
Hinsdale track announber Carleton
Metcalf, is one of three finalists in
the radio category for the 1984
Broadcasters Award, co-sponsored
by the United States Trotting
Association and The United States

Harness Writers Association. The
program, which airs on 15 stations
throughout New England, features
interviews and reports of major
stories in harness, throughbred, and
greyhound racing,
Awards
will
be
given
for
achievement in the areas of
newspapers, magazines, radio and
television. The winners will be
honored at a dinner at The
Sheraton
inHasbrouck, N.H., on
April 28.

Hinsdale News

Windfield Ore driven by Jim Apperti breaks the track record for aged geldings

(FOXBORO)...Windfield Ore, a
five year old gelding set a chilly St.
Patrick’s Day matinee ablaze in
claiming
the
featured
$5,500
preferred handicap in a record
shattering effort. The 1:57.3 land
mark mile shaved a full 4/5ths of a
second off the aged gelding record
set by Ensign O’Brien last April.
Sunday’s figure was also only 1.3 off
Ripping Chief’s ( ’ 78) 1:56 all time
track record.
Windfield Ore, the off-spring of
Keystone Ore-Gamecock Louise cut
out . impressive 29.1, 58.2, 1:27
fractions in gaining the score,
fending off the stiff challenges of
Wendell Donaway’ s KC Three and
Mark Beckwith’s Laughing Man.
The milestone performance capped
a stellar week of racing which saw
three year old phenom, Star Cycle
pace off his fourth victory to add to
three second place finishes in his
only seven starts.
The week was also highlighted by
the first defeat of Dromicia, who had

earned the reputation of “ Zeus” of
the claimers in the last few weeks by
beating handily virtually all com 
petition. The Michael Hall owned ten
year old had won six straight and
was going for his seventh until he
ran into a brick wall otherwise
known as Mella Columba T C, driven
by one of Foxboro’s leading rein
sman, David Pinkney Jr. The
revenge was particularly sweet for
T C who had been eaten by Dromicia
in their last outing by a good length
and three quarters.
Another classic David Pinkney,
Jr. effort, this time in the bike
behind Ray’s T C, kept Foxboro
twin-tri betters stumped, as the
lanky Canadian took his five year
old charge to victory in the second
half of the St. Patrick’s Day twin tri.
The The 1-6-8 combination allowed
the pool to grow over $10,000. The St.
Patrick’ s
Day
Sunday
card
culminated in a drawing for a seven
day all-expense paid trip for two to
the Emerald Isle.

Hinsdale Raceway’s General Manager, Tom Shehan was presented the H.T.A.
Distinguished Service Medal at their convention in Miami in March. Presenting
in W.E. “ Hap” Hanson, president of Brandywine Raceway. Mr. Shehan who is
beginning his 50th year in racing.

The Distinguished Service Award Tom Shehan the diminutive Irishis given as.a special honor to people man began his career as a journalist
who have made “ outstanding con- and has held top positions in almost
tributions” to the racing industry.
very facet of the racing game.
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A colt by CHARO’S SKIPPER p. 3, 1:55.2 out of RANDON ELLIE
by
Warm Breeze p. 1:58.1 — Steady Ellie T. p. 2, 1:58.3 — dam of 2 in 1:57 and
a colt by COPTER LOBELL 2, 2:01.2-3, t. 1:57.4 out of LYNNIE 2, 2:05.4
by Speedy Crown 3, 1:57.1 — Golden Token dam of 2 in 2:00, enjoy the
spring sunshine and the spacious paddocks at YOUNG MEADOW FARM.

Notice To All!

Open Breeders Sale
At The Farm
Featuring

Mass-Bred Stock And Mares In Foal To Mass. Stallions
Monday, Sept. 2 — 10:00 A.M.
Plan Now To Attend This Event!

Visitors Welcome!

YOUNG

MEADOW FARM

111 North Maple Street Hadley, Massachusetts 01035
Tel. 413-549-3900
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SUSTAINING AGREEMENT TO
MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES
Participating Racing Associations
Scarborough — Bangor — Skowhegan — Cumberland — Lewiston — Presque Isle— Windsor— Fryeburg— Farmington
Rule 1 Section 32 “Two-Year-Old Colt and filly pacers must show line of 2:20 on gait at time of draw.”

FOR 3-YEAR-OLDS
FOR 2-YEAR-OLDS

For Trotters and Pacers

Sustaining Fee Due May 15
2 Year Olds $25.00

3 Year Olds $35.00
Gait Must Be Specified

Age

Name of Entry

Trot

Pace

j

1

Use separate form for 2 year old and 3 year old — Trotting and Pacing entries.

Entered by_

Sustain only 2 and 3 year olds that were nominated or continued Feb. 15

Address—

Amount enclosed $

(owner or agent)

No. Entries

Be sure that gait is specified.
Use a separate form for each.

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:

Change of gait will not be allowed, if unsure or a change may become necessary, sustain to both Trot and Pace.
Payments cannot be accepted after May 15

— Responsibility to meet deadlines rests with owners and agents.

Maine State Harness Racing Commission

Statehouse Station 28

Augusta, Maine 04333
<4

YEARLING NOMINATION TO
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ MAINE yTANDARI^BREDBREEDEI^SSTAKE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Nominating Deadline May 15
Maine State Harness Racing Commission Rule 1, Section 32
A yearling nomination payment of $5.00 shall be due on all Maine Sired colts
Yearlings Name

&

fillies by May 15th of the year following the first hirthdate.
Sire

Dam

-----— ---------------- +... .....— . --- ---------

Address .

Nominated By:

Make Checks payable to:

Maine State Harness Racing Commission

State House Station No. 28

NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP
Yearling NominationsHORSES NAME

Payment Due: May 15

Fee-$25.00

SIRE & DAM

1 ______ ___
2

3
4
5

.. .|

-----------------________
________
----------------

Make Checks Payable To N.E. SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP
c/o Robert Ferland Box 799 Berwick, Me. 03901
Don’ t Forget To Register Your Mares
Payment Due: Sept. 15
Fee-$15.00 Each
• ...........

Signature

Address

* *

0

Phone

' Augusta, Maine 04333

A MAGNIFICENT MAY

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
S p e cta cu la r Season O pener
Sunday, M ay 5 th , H igh N oon
(R A I N O R S H IN E )

O P E N IN G E X T R A V A G A N Z A F E A T U R E S:
• Stunt

Air Show B y famed ABC sports pilot
Jim Par her in his
6P it t
• Elephant and camel rides from Commerford’s
Traveling Circus
• Ron Farris and his Belgian horses
(track tour in
h o rsed ra w n wagon
• Children’s tent with face painting, mime, magic
and m ore
• Bellamy Jazz Band • Honiara, the dancing Arabian

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS:
• A new 2.5 million dollar clubhouse
• A newly resurfaced and banked track
• Live call to post at 1:30 p.m. by John

principal trumpet for

the Portland Symphony

AND MORE MAY MEMORABLES:
• May

12th, 1:30 p.m., “ The Next Governor's Pace99
premium pacers competing for a $10,000 purse
• Saturday, May 25th, grand opening celebration,
The Downs Club, a 2.5 million dollar clubhouse
• May 27th, Memorial Day Classic
Special holiday race with a $7,000 purse

